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Wife, 28, Ends
Argument With
Pistol Blast
A 48-year-old man was shot
last Sunday afternoon in front
of his home at 843 Buntyn St.,
and his wife has been charged
with assault to murder.
The victim was Will C. Gras
Mrs. Ruby Jean Gray, 28, was
arrested and has been charged
with the shooting
According to police, the two
had been arguing, and Gray
told his wife he was leaving
and she ordered him to stay
at home.
As he began to pull away in
the truck, Mrs. Gray shot once,
striking him in the middle of
the chest.
The incident occurred shortly
before 6 p. m.
Gray's condition was listed as
fair on Monday at John Gaston
hospital.
AM&N Teacher
Writing Book
About Shastri
Is
Dr. M. K. Alexander. chair-
man of the Department of
Humanities and Philosophy at
Arkansas AM&N college at
Pine Bluff, and a prolific writer
and editor, has completed work
on a new book entitled, "The
Shastri Story." an authorized
biography of the late Prime
Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri of
India.
Shastri Story." an authorized
biography of the late Prime
Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri
of India.
The book will be published in
English from New York and in
Malayalam and Hindi from
India.
Dr. Alexander was educated
in such colleges affiliated to
the Madras University of India
as Kottayam college, University
Christian college and Madras
Christian college.
He continued his education at
Howard university, Columbia
university and the University
of Italy.
During India's struggle for in-
dependence, Dr. Alexander took
active part and was highly
commended by Mahatma
Ganhi a n d Jawaharlal Nehru
for his work on behalf of that
country.
roundly praised by one of the
House's highest ranking mem-
bers, Rep. Hale Boggs, (D. La.)
acting majority whip and a
member of powerful House com-
mittees.
Representative Boggs cited
Mr. Grider's voting record on
such progressive measures as
Medicare. Social Security', legis-
lation on education, conserva-
tion, and other measures. He
Wilkins Asks Equality
For Rep. Adam Powell
NEW YORK — Unless mem-
bers of Congress proceed with
a complete reorganization of
committee structure and pro-
cedures in both Houses "they
will give substance to Congress-
man Adam Clayton Powell's
charge that he is a victim of
racism," Roy Wilkins, execu-
tive director of the NAACP,
said here, commenting on the
action to strip the New York
Congressman of some of his
power as chairman of the House
Education and Labor Commit-
tee.
"Rep. Powell has been an ef-
fective, productive and skillful
chairman of the committee,"
Wilkins said. "We do not ap-
prove of his absenteeism, his
alleged abuse of authority and
other misuse of his position,
particularly the present bold-
ing up of the anti-poverty bill.
But we know from experience
that other committee chairmen
have been guilty of similar of-
fenses.
"Two wrongs do not make a
right, but regardless to our feel-
ings on Mr. Powell's private
idiosyncrasies, he must have
equality in the judgment of his
official conduct.
"Sen. James 0. Eastland of
Mississippi, for instance, boast-
ed that he carried a civil rights
bill around in his pocket to keep
it from being reported to the
floor. Other committee chair-
men have needlessly delayed
legislation. This does not justify
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1966
DEFENDER CITED — The Tri-State Defender was cited
for its news coverage by members of the Las Bores
Amigas last Sunday afternoon during a benefit fashion
show staged at the Sheraton-Peabody, and on hand to ac•
cept the award was Whittier A. Sengstacke, (second from
right), general manager of the newspaper. Seen from left
are Mrs. Leland Atkins, chairman of Ticket Sales; Arthur
Satt,erfield, salesman for Joe Schaeffer Volkswagen corn-
pany; Bishop J. 0. Patterson, pastor of Pentecostal Tem-
ple Church of God in Christ; Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg.
Detrain radio personality and a former Memphian, who
came here to narrate the show; Mr. Sengstacke, and Mrs.
Denise Hawkins, chairman of the fashion show. Proceeds
from the affair will benefit Pentecostal Day Care Center
to be opened at 224 S. Wellington st. (Withers Photo)
Boggs Praises Grider John Burrell Enters
As Campaign Begins Race For House Seat
Hundreds of persons jammed said Mr Grider made -a fine
the assembly room at 1325 Yon- and impressive record in Con-
roe last Friday night to be pre- gress." and wondered how any
sent at the formal kick-off of other man could be found to
popular Congressmjp George surpass him. The visitor was
Grider's campaign for re-elec- frequently and roundly applaud-
tion to the U. S. House of Repre- ed as he praised the local legis-
sentatives.
I lator.
They heard the Congressman's In his brief address Mr.
first-year record in the House Grider gave a general review ofl
the issues involved in the cur-
rent campaign, but did not call
his Republican opponent by
name. However, he did make
frequent references to the con-
tradictory positions his opponent
has assumed since the cam-
paign started.
Mr. Grider said, "The issue
is the same - Shall we move for-
ward with positive programs to
make this marvelous nation
still better . for all its peo-
ple? Or shall we turn aside
from our future as a useless
protest against a world that
'won't stand
He added, "As Democrats, it
is our privilege to lead . . . and
our duty to work. If we do. then'
people of this community will ,
Congressman Powell, but most be with us in such numbers that,
Negroes will question why other we may end for all time thisI
committee chairmen have not combination of ultra-conserva-;
been similarly treated. tive and radical Republicanism
"The real need." the NAACP' which has brought so much
leader concluded, is to reor- I grief to the South and to the
nation. End it . . and returnganize the entire Congressional days of responsible pub-
committee system in such 10° the
way as to eliminate all abuses." (Continued OR Page 2)
BTW Stadium Safe As
Others, Say Principals
"It is not dangerous to attend'
a football game at the Bookerl
T. Washington High school sta-
dium. I bring my wife and
children to the games."
That was the comment of
Mose Walker, Jr., assistant
principal of the school.
"Booker Washington has gain-
ed a reputation over the years
'hat people are reluctant to let
go)" commented Principal Jesse
D. Springer, who has been head
of Washington, the largest se-
nior high school in the city.
Both Principal Springer and
his aide, Mr. Walker, are criti-
cal of stories that would give
one the impression that one
takes his life in his hand when
he attends a football game in
the school's stadium.
Mr. Springer referred to some
comments added to a report
about a girl who was struck in
the head by a brick or a rock
at the Mitchel I-Washington
game earlier in the season.
Fourteen stitches were used to
sew up the deep cut in her fore-
head.
"I didn't mind the report on
the injury," Mr. Springer said,
"but the statement that persons
fled from the stadium after the
incident was not true. There
was no wholesale panic, in fact
our problem was getting people
off the field where the injured
girl lay."
Over the years. he said, peo-
ple have made a "whipping
boy" out of Washington, when
in reality the school has the best
teacher-pupil and teacher-ad-
mistration relationships of any
high school in the city.
Mr. Springer said that al-
though Washington is the big-
(Continued On Page 2)
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UT Memphis Center Admits
1Two Following Complaint
Pair Told Course Was
Filled Up First Hour
With 'er) little money. a "And I really do beliese that
large amount of faith, and in- I will be
tentions to work hard in
campaign, John H. Burrell, I
' former Juvenile Court proba-
tion officerentered the
political arena.
Mr Burrell is seeking the
post of Tennessee Representa-
tive from District 4 as an In-
dependent and will be opposed
by Republican and Democratic
candidates.
The first plank in his plat
form, he said, is to employ
more Negroes in state jobs.
There are others, he said he
will list as the calendar gets
closer to Nov. 4.
The district Mr. Burrell wants
to represent in Nashville in-
cludes Boxtown, Whitehaven
and Walker Homes, he lives at
3384 Rochester road in the
Walker Homes community.
If he does win the seat in
November, Mr. Burrell says it
will prove that an honest man
with no strings attached to him
and with no other motive than
to faithfully represent his con-
stituents can be elected.
elected," he said
JOHN BURR ELL
He is a graduate of Booker T.
Washington High School and
State university and LeMoyne
college, working on a degree in
sociology. He only needs a few
more hours to complete the re-
quirements for his degree.
He also answers to the title
of "Reverend," and each Sun-
day motors to Mason. Tenn.,
iwhere he serves as the pastor
of Beach's Chapel CME church.
QUEEN OF OWEN COLLEGE — Miss Dolly Chase, a soph-
omore was elected "queen" of Owen college for I96-67
during a student election held on the campus last Friday.
A sociology major, she will be officially crowned during a
coronation ball to be held in November. Miss Chase is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Aliens Chase of Earle, Ark,
and a graduate of Dunbar High school in Earle. (Withers
Photo)
Civil Service
To Give Exam
For Drivers
The Civil Service Examina-
tion for Motor Vehicle Operator
positions in the Memphis, Ten-
nesse Post Office is open for
receipt of applications.
The beginning rate of pay is
$2.64 per hour. Applicants must
be 18 years old before filing
their applications, possess the
necessary qualifications, and
have a valid drivers license.
The purpose of this examina-
tion is to establish a register
of qualified eligibles from which
future Motor Vehicle Operators
in the Memphis Post Office will
be appointed.
Interested persons can secure
further information and appli-
cation forms from the Civil
Service Office. Room 306, Main
Post Office Building, Memphis,
Tennessee.
Applications must be filed'
with the Civil Service Office in
Memphis not later than October
13. 1966.
Gospel Meeting
Slated At Vance
Church Of Christ
A series of gospel meetings
will be held at the Vance Ave-
nue Church of Christ from Sun-
ay, Oct. 16. through Home Crowd Sees TSU
and the public is invited.
The guest speaker will bc
Brother Marshall Keeble 
nf Tame The Texans 55-0Nashville, Tenn.
Two Negro women began
classes in Electric Data Proces-
sing on Monday night at the
University of Tennessee Down-
town Memphis Center, a course
that they had been told was
already filled.
The students are Mrs. Merle
Patterson of 2024 Keltner circle,
Apt. 21, and Mrs. Katie Lewis
of 2024 Keltner, Apt. 2.
A change in their status as
students at UT came about fol-
lowing a complaint they made
with the Memphis branch of the
NAACP.
According to Mrs. Patterson,
she and Mrs. Lewis went to the
UT Downtown Memphis Center
on Monday evening, Sept. 26,
about 5:30 and were given cards
to fill out and to specify the
courses they were interested in
taking.
At that point. Mrs. Patterson
said she noticed that she and
Mrs. Lewis were not given pink
registration slips that whites in
the line were being given.
After they had completed the
cards, they were then told to get
in a line leading to a table where
a woman stamped "OK Admit"
on all cards until she got to
them. A "Mr. Chester" then told
them that the course was filled
and they were too late.
Mrs. Patterson said that since
she and Mrs. Lewis were there
during the first hour of registra-
tion, and feeling they were being
denied entrance into the course
because of their color, she then
asked a white woman acquaint-
ance to inquire about the course.
The woman was informed that
there were still openings in the
class.
They said that they observed
four white students being admit-
ted to the course after they
were refused admission.
After Mrs. Patterson filed a
complaint with the Memphis
branch of the NAACP, calls
were made to the director of
the UT Downtown Memphis Cen-
ter, who said he did not believe
that the complaint was true.
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, execu-
tive secretary of the Memphis
NAACP branch, said letters and
telegrams of complaints were
then sent to Governor Frank
Clement, the Tennessee Com-
missioner of Education, the
president of UT, the Depart-
ment of Justice and the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and
Welfare.
Based on the evidence given
in Mrs. Patterson's complaint.
the NAACP ells-lied that Titles
4 and 6 of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 wrre being violated, and
all parties involved were asked
to make investigation.
On the following day, Mrs.
Smith said Mrs. Patterson and
Mrs. Lewis were notified that
they could take the course.
"A telephone call also came
from the University of Tennes-
see to the Memphis NAACP stat-
ing that the matter had been
straightened out," Mrs. Smith
said.
Mrs Patterson and Mrs Lew-
is attended classes when the
course began on Monday, Oct.
The speaker will be presented
on week nights at services to be
held from 7:45 until 9.
On Sundays, Brother Keeble
will speak at three services:
10:45 a.m.: 3:30 p.m., and again
at 6.30 p.m.
A spokesman for the Vance
Avenue Church of Christ said,
"He is bringing spiritual medi-
cine that if taken will cure all
of your spiritual ills and guaran-
tee you life everlasting."
Brother Nokomis Yeldell is
minister of the church located
at 585 Vance ave.
Rust College
Employs New
Business Manager
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss.—Dr.
Earnest A. Smith, president of
Rust College here, announced
Thursday that Mr. Wilbur C.
Trent has been appointed busi-
ness manager of the college and
will assume the duties of his
position at once.
Mr. Trent attended the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin for three
and a half years, majoring in
business administration, and
completed his studies while
serving in the armed forces.
For the past 10 years he has
been employed by the Vilter
Manufacturing Co., of Milwau-
kee, Wis., as an office and
credit manager. Prior to that
he was with the Firestone Tire
and Rubber Co. for 12 years.
By EARL S. CLANTON III
GREENSBORO, N. C. —In a
bright, sunny, perfect afternoon
for football, Coach, John A. Mer-
ritt unleashed the awesome
power and balance of his 1986
Tennessee State football team
as his charges mauled North
Carolina A and T 55-0 last Sat-
urday.
A season-opening crowd of
6,200 sat stunned in Memorial
stadium as quarterback Eld-
ridge Dickey engineered a 20 to
0 halftime with a triple threat
performance.
"I didn't expect the score to
be that much,•" Merritt con-
fessed after the game, "but this
was a typical first game. Our
timing was off and this caused
us to make mistakes. We looked
for this in a opening game.
"The defensive team did a
real fine job," he analyzed.
"The ends and backs were very
alert."
Taking off where they left
off last season, the Merrittmen
capped a 51-yard drive with
Dickey sneaking over from the
one for the game's first score.
Roy Menesse toed the extra
point making it 7-0 with 4:20 re-
maining in the first period and
enough of a margin to extend
the Big Blues' winning streak
to 15 games without a defeat
over a three year period.
Senior Gene Bowen. whose
44-year sprint set up the game's
first touchdown, piled up 151
yards in 18 carries that in
eluded a 36-yard scurry for the
game's second tally.
"We planned to run a lot,
and Bowen did a yeoman job,"
3.
Merritt beamed. "1 figured
Bowen had over 100 yards, but
I didn't realize that he had
gained more than half of 277
yards on the ground.
Dickey needed only four plays
to cover 25 yards for the game's
third tally. Co-captain Bill
Tucker capped the march with
a one-yard plunge. Roy Me-
neese kicked the extra point,
one of six he booted during a
busy afternoon.
Opening the second stanza,
Dickey used two plays to score.
From the Aggies' 38, dazzling
Dickey, who completed six of 11
passes for 80 yards, bit Tucker
for a first down then sent an
aerial strike 25 yards to Leo
Johnson standing in the end
zone.
The helpless Aggies were only
able to get inside the Big Blues'
20 yard stripe twice during the
afternoon. Bert Piggott's
charges moved to State's 11 in
the first quarter and moved to
the 17 in the second half.
The Merrittrren used 11 plays
to march 73 yards as Elijah
Bossie, senior signal caller, hit
John Bynum with a 28-yard of-
fering. Opening the final stanza,
sophomore Bob Shannon mas-
terminded a 69-yard drive in
six plays as Wayne Reese
picked his way through the en-
tire Aggie team for 45 yards
and pay dirt.
Not to be outdone, speedster
Nolan Smith scored on a 49-yard
punt return.
Next Saturday the Big Blues
open before the horn efolks
against Texas Southern.
Shakespeare Invades LeMoyne's Campus....See 'The Tempest' Presented by the
American Classical Theatre in Bruce Hall, Sat., Oct. 8, 8:15 P. M.
a
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Praises Grider
(continued From Page 1) Inez Batters Florida, !Hoffa Conviction Is Upheld
lie debate, effective two-party
government, and united pro-
grams toward the new, growing,
prosperous and vigorous South
to which we are dedicated . . .
and to which the long-harassed
people of the South are entitled.
The challenge is real".
He reminded his audience that
his opponent has "called Presi-
dent Kennedy and President
Johnson "soft on Communism";
has opposed and still opposes
Federal Aid to Education; was,
and is against Medicare; said
Senator Albert Gore "served the
appeasers of Communism" fa-
vored canceling all Federal aid
to cities; vacillated between cri-
ticizing TVA and apologizing for
it: defended the John Birch So-
ciety and accepted its support;
wanted to reapportion the Ten-
nessee Legislature to benefit the
rural bloc and hurt Memphis;
stumped the state of Tennessee
bragging that he was "A Gold-
water man through and
through; and wanted to halt our
space program".
The Congressman and his
guest. Representative Bogg s,
closed the meeting with a round
of handshaking with members
of the audience.
NEW DAISY
Causes Much Damage
MIAMI —(UPI) — Hurricane
Inez hurled strong winds and
heavy rain at the tip of Florida
and its keys as it headed from
the Atlantic toward the Gulf of
Mexico. Two ships were dis-
abled in raging seas.
The northern side of the hur-
ricane's eye was following the
curving, southwest line made by
the small key islands, after a
night-time change in course
from northeast.
The Weather Bureau ordered
hurricane warning flags posted
the length of the key area, to
Dry Tortugas, including thickly
Populated Key West for the first
time.
In Miami the wind broke win-
dows and shut off electric pow-
er to a wide area. A basement
night club in a Miami Beach
hotel took in 10 feet of water.
Debris floated from buildings
into streets along the ocean
front, blown clear of residents
by the wind and rain.
The highest winds were rated
at 85 miles per hour along Flor
ida's gold coast, from Palm
Beach to Miami.
NOW SHOWING The midday advisory said the
, storm center is not expected to
change course, speed, intensity
or size during the next 12 hours,
"and should move into the ex-
treme southeastern Gulf of Mex-
ico late tonight and Wednes-
day."
The center was located at
midday near latitude 24.9 north,
longitude 80.1 west, or about 60
miles slightly north of due east
of Marathon in the keys.
The 353-foot Panamanian ves-
sel freight transporter radioed
it was disabled in the vicinity
of Fowey Rock. about 20 miles
off the mainland near Miami.
The Coast Guard dispatched two
cutters to aid the stricken ves-
sel and its 31-man crew.
JOSEPH E. LEVINE Dresents
CH▪ OI
tssissi PitIVIES lkfLEASE
PLUS
COLLNIBtA PtCTJFIES RPM'S
CHUCKCONNORS
The new cant of western
•clventure .n
BTW Safe
(Continued From Page 1)
gest high school from the point
of enrollment fewer of its pupils
are involved with Juvenile Court
as compared to other schools in
Memphis.
' And a higher percentage of
Washington's students remain to
' graduate than do at other high
schools, Mr. Walker added.
''The only things a student
, needs to do to graduate from
Washington," Mr. Springer said,
1"are come regularly, behave
himself and get his lessons. And
Ihe can graduate with honors, if
he is smart enough."
Washington's biggest student
problem. Mr. Springer explain-
ed, is truancy.
"Three things that we do not
tolerate at Washington. though,"
he said. ''are drunkenness, dice
shooting and showing disrespect
HIDE BEirom to a teacher without cause."
VIENGERNICE
I COWMBIACOLOR
A Goodeon-Toctarten- Buy U.S. BondsSaritinei-Fenecly Proctiction
You re never alone
with a bedside phone.
You've a secure feeling.
Knowing your neighpor next door
or your brother cross coun,ry
or most anyone
is just a dial away.
You can sleep better.
Because you're never alone
with a bedside phone.
e'se costs so little gives you so much secur '
southern Bell
A Liberian tanker, the Vero- night, however, left the Verona
na, was disabled in 35-foot seas and her 38-man crew adrift
without power but safe some 20
miles south of the island of
Grand Bahama.
near the storm's center Monday
night. Inez' surprise shift to a
westward course during the
INEZ DRENCHES MIAMI BEACH
High waters cause autos to stall on Miami Beach's famous
Collins ave. as Hurricane Inez passes close to this vaca-
tion city. (UPI Telephoto)
The World's Top
News... Briefly
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
HONG KONG — Communist Chinese workers in a Canton
glass factory sprayed a group of more than 3,000 Red Guards
with powdered glass last month, blinding more than 400 of the
rampaging teen-agers, it was reported Tuesday.
* • •
WASHINGTON — A young Peace Corps volunteer arrested
for crossing the border between Russia and Iran has been
released by Soviet authorities, the Peace Corps announced.
A spokesman for the Corps here said that Tom Dawson, 24,
Annapolis, Md. had been released at the Iranian border and
was now in Teheran.
The U.S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, by a 2-1 decision, Tues-
day upheld the conviction and
five-year sentence of Team-
sters Union President James
R. Hoffa in a $25 million milk-
ing of the union's pension fund.
The convictions of six co-de-
fend ants in the marathon 1964
trial also were upheld in the
Pope, Israel
Ask Viet
Peace Talks
VATICAN CITY — (UPI) —
Pope Paul VI appealed for a
negotiated peace in Viet Nam.
"Never should we grow weary
of considering and taking up
this theme, since it concerns the
dizzying gamble with the fate
of mankind," the pontiff said
during a 1,400-word address to
about 250.000 persons massed in
St. Peter's Square.
The Pope spoke at an outdoor
mass marking the first anniver-
sary of his historic plea to the
United Nations General Assem-
bly in New YJrk:
"War no more, war never
again."
• • •
UNITED NATIONS — (UPI)
— Israel urged private diploma-
cy to end the Viet Nam war
and called on the Hanoi govern-
ment to submit U. S. peace pro-
posals to the "challenge of ne-
gotiation."
Israeli Foreign Minister Abba
Eban told the General Assem-
bly that "debate, not negotia-
tion, has all but monopolized the
U. N. practice.
"The Viet Nam conflict is ap-
proaching the stage at which all
that can be publicly said will
have been uttered," he said.
"The time has come to seek
concrete solutions in private ne-
gotiation."
NO MONEY DOWN
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All 3 Stores Open 8 A1VL to 9 Pit Daily
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldest and Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.
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Since 1945
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STEAKS
CHICKASAW
Hoffa is also fighting a five-
year sentence and a $10,000 fine
for attempting to fix a federal
jury in Tennessee.
Tuesday's
was written
Duffy and
Judge Latham Castle.
lengthy dissenting opin-
ion, Judge Luther Swygert cited
"prejudicial errors" and wrote:
opinion handed down by the 7th1 charge a sprawling, emor-
Circuit Court of Appeals. phous scheme and conspiracy,
in order to allow the presenta-
tion of a mass of immaterial,
prejudicial evidence.
"If a person is to be prose-
cuted and punished for his mis-
majority opinion deeds, he should be charged
by Judge F. Ryan, with a specific crime and con-
concurred in by I victed by proper evidence.
Moreover, every defendant in
a criminal case is entitled to
the fundamentals of a fair trial,
free of the prejudicial errors
that occurred in this case."
In a
"An intense study of the rec-
ord convinces me that this rejected a defnse contention
prosecution was designed to that news media publicity and
.
the "public clashes" between
Hoffa and Sen. Robert F. Ken-
nedy, D-N.Y., then U.S. attor-
ney general, prejudiced Hoff a's
chances for a fair trial.
"Whenever a n y person of
prominence is charged with a
crime, the story usually will
receive wide distribution
through various news media,"
Duffy wrote. "... The fact that
a juror may have read news-
paper accounts or heard com-
ments on radio and television
relative to a criminal charge
is alone not sufficient ground
for excusing a prospective
juror."
HOGUE & KNOTT
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . . .
QUEEN QUALITY
In the majority opinion. Duffy
EYE THESE BARGAINS TODAY!
NEW CROP
POOR BOY'S)
Open Kettle5 Lb. 51c ,.SORGHUM
Bag . VARIETYPACK  Luncheon meat. ONLY • •
,Consistsof 1 Lb. Sliced ei in
&Anna & 1 Lb. Sliced 41 1 y
21/2 Lb. Jar 
CHOPPED SIRLOIN choice. .Per Lb. 75c
FLOUR
HENDERSON'S
1/2 1-b. Jar
HUNT'S KETCHUP PIZZA 14 Oz. Btls. lOt
GAR 10 bag 98c
RIB STEAK U.S. Choice,Heavy Steer Beef Lb. 89c
BEEF TONGUES WelF1 r;:nmed Lb. 55`SWEET PORK CUTLETS Leon and Boricie l 69'
POTATOES HOLSUM BIGLb
BREAD A .
 Loaf L. Yi
SACRAMENTO 290z.
 i9c,
PEACHES I
SIRLOIN
USDA Choir.P.
Heavy Steer I BONE
89'
Lb. 99c
Beef PORTERHOUSE L $1"
NECK BONES Ofpig(e,t 19c
fiGAriliTSON
\ 
 BACON SHORT RIBS —,' 49c%,:o.B.,%(29cAjax 
Tray 59 )DETERGENT t
Pack
Lb. 
Giant Pkg. 
Pi` g. 
58c
its
BLUE PLATE Qt.MAYONNAISE381,
FRYERS CUT UP • LB. 29t
PEPSI-COLA6 triii-390
Throw-Away
Bottles
Hy-Grade
SHORTENING
CHICKEN 39t
LIVERS
,or 5 Lb Box SI 85 Lb
) POP Lb.
CORN Pkg.
3 Minute 
-
MOTOR OIL space Le(be6 Limit)Quart
 
22
3
 tabu. 59
7 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR
3384 NO THOMAS
4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER
(In Frazier-Hiway 51 North)
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United Mortgagee Names Loan Aide
Ron Oslin, assistant v i c el manager of the department.
president and manager of the
Memphis branch o f United
Mortgagee Serving Corp,. has
announced the appointment of
Mrs. Josephine Jackson of 1173:
Melia st, to the position of loan•
administration assistant.
Mrs. Jackson will work in
conjunction with C. H. Tyler,
considerable
Previously self-employed,
Mrs. Jackson has considerable
experience in various aspects of
the real estate business.
United Mortgagee Servicing
Corp., with offices at 2400 Pop-
lar ave., is a nation-wide or-
ganization specializing in FHA
and GI home loans•
KRESS
OLD mum SHOOS
AT MSS LOW PRICES
WIN A FREE
HAWAIIAN VACATION
FOR TWO
FLY PAN AMERICAN —
STAY AT THE KAHALA HILTON HOTEL
Get Your FREE Entry Coupon, No Purchase Necessary
Styled Like Big Sister's!
Girls' Orion'
Cardigan Sweaters
167
Smart surface interest knits
of bulky Orlon acrylic . . .
so soft and cuddly. Button
front collar and collarless
models .. . all retain their
shape even after countless
washings. New fashion col-
ors. Sizes 3 to 6X.
Flannel Lined
Boxer Slacks
for Girls and Boys
97C
These are the warm slacks
kids live in ... keeps them
protected on drafty floors
and outdoors. Cotton twills
and cordanas ... fully lined
with soft nap flannel. Tap-
ered corduroy slacks. too.
Solids, plaids, checks and
patterns. Sizes 3 to 6X.
If Actually,"Grows" as They Growl
Toddlers' Knit
Sleepers
91"wc:
Warm 2-pc. cotton knit with
double sole feet, elastic at
ankles. Gripper hack top.
Double row of "grow" grip-
pers at waist. Nursery print
top, solid bottom. Sizes 1 to
Make Bedtime, Fashion Time!
Girls' 2-Piece
Flannel
Pajamas
1166
New sleeping beauties in
soft, warm cotton flannel.
Smart print tops in a variety
of necklines. Solid full
length pants with covered
elasticized waist. All machine
washable. Sizes 4 to 14.
Better Quality Costs Less At Kress
KRESS I
VARIETY FAIR
Mon. & Hires. 9:30 tEl 9:00
Tues., Wed.. Fri Sat. 930 tEl 5:30
9 NO. MAIN STRtET
AT LeMOYNE SATURDAY NIGHT — The Tempest, a
popular play by WHliam Shakespeare, will be staged by
the American Classical Theatre in Bruce Hall on the Le-
Moyne College campus this Saturday night, Oct. 8, start.
at 8:15. Jan Rouse will appear as Miranda, and Bryan
Hull will handle the role of Prospero.
'The Tempest' To Be
Presented Saturday
Mempians will be given an group. Tickets may be machos-
opportunity to see and hear ed at the college or at the Bruce
Shakespeare at its best Satur. Hall box office. High school stu-day night of this week. Oct. 8,
when the American Classical
Theatre presents The Tempest
on the Bruce Hall stage at
LeMoyne College. Curtain time
is 8:15.
LeMoyne's Cultural Activities
Committee, headed by Dr. Paul
Hayes, is sponsoring.the touring
Rosenwald
Student Named
'Fairest Of Fair
TRENTON — A Rosenwald
High school junior was crowned
"Fairest of the Fair" during the
91st annual exhibition of the
Gibson Country Colored Fair.
The winner of the title was
Miss Barbara J. Green, daugh-
r't
11111101111
BARBARA GREEN
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Tydus
Green.
The "Fairest of the Fair"
contest was sponsored this year
by American Legion Auxiliary
No. 200.
Earlier Miss Green was hon-
ored for good citizenship at
Rosenwald, w5tjc she partici-
pates in a number of extracur-
ricular affairs.
The contest was the opening
event of the membership cam-
paign for the American Legion
Auxiliary.
All eligible girls and women
are invited to join.
dents will be admitted for 50
cents.
MSU Student Awarded
$500 WDIA Scholarship
BOYD HENRY LEWIS JR.
i A Memphis State University
journalism student has been
awarded the first "WDIA for
the Record" Scholarship by
!Memphis Radio Station WDIA.
Bert Ferguson. executive vice-
president and general manager
of WDIA, has announced the se-
lection of Boyd Henry Lewis,
Jr., as 1966-67 recipient of the
$500 scholarship.
The scholarship was designed
to further the interest of journal-
ism among students at Mem-
phis State. It is named for Mr.
Ferguson's daily editorial pro-
gram "for the record."
"We hope to attract more
good people to the broadcasting
field, but the scholarship is not
confined to that medium, Mr.
Ferguson said.
played by a professional com-
pany, the production has been
directed to recapture the magic
and beauty of one of Shake-
speare's most mature works.
An enchanted island, a book of
magic, strange, unnatural crea-
tures, kings and clowns, fools
and wise men all live again in
one delightful evening.
The company carries its own
sets, lights and costumes.
Handsomely costumed and Bad C •onnection
LONDON —(UP!) — The
Ministry of Building and Pub-
lic Works sent special maps to
every person invited to its ex-
hibition at Southport.
But when hundreds of per-
sons arrived at the town of
Preston for train connections to
Southport, they found the track
pulled up and the station
closed.
Our 53rd
Anniireisary
Sale
SAVE
From
10%
To
5070
on
Suits
Topcoats
Sportcoats
Slacks
Shirts
tree
tit Rear
of Store
90-day.
12 Months
charge accounts
Invited.
228 South Main St.
Slain dell
LEON THURMOND invites you to inspect his new location at 1035 Union
Avenue. Here in this beautiful showroom-workroom, you can shop relaxed in
air-conditioned comfort. The numerous textures and colors of auto upholstery
fabrics are displayed for your easy and pleasurable selection. Seventeen years
of superior workmanship has made LEON THURMOND one of Memphis most popu-
lar "Car Care Center s." Seat cover installation starts at $12.95 . . . and to
"Top It Off." a smartly styled vinyl convertible top for only S54.95. LEON
THURMOND can also install the popular Landau vinyl top. Your 'satisfaction
is our guarantee. Whatever you need, fiom upholstery to interior cleaning and
shampooing. motor cleaning and painting, or mirror glaze, see LEON THURMOND
CUSTOM AUTO UPHOLSTERY, I035 Union, Phone 276-5446. Also Located at
2359 Lamar. Phone 324-2266.
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly. 
In selecting recipients of the i
scholarship, which is open to
any Memphis State journalism
major, need is considered, but
excellence in scholastics is the
primary factor.
Scholarship recipients are se-
lected by the board of directors
of WDIA's Good Will Fund,.
from which the funds for thel
scholarship are taken.
This year's recipient. a White-
haven High School graduate, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd H. ors.
Science-Math Institute
Sponsored By LeMoyne
designed for 40 high school
teachers, but 3 others have
been admitted because of their
desire to learn modern mathe-
matics, Dr. Gibson said.
The first 40 receive everything
free — tuition, books and travel
allowances. The other 3 pur-
chase their own books and pay
for their travel.
(lasses were started Sept. 17
and will continue through the
last Saturday in April 1967. The
institute attracts teachers from
within a 60-mile radius. Class
hours are from 9 a.m, to noon.
School board officials in the
area have pilitised LeMoyne for
Lewis of 4043 Mickey Drive. The institute was originally sponsoring the institute.
An off-campus institute fort
mathematics and science teach-
ers in North Mississippi is being'
conducted it Holly Springs on:
Saturdays by LeMoyne College
on a $9,250 grant from the Na-
tional Science Foundation.
Classes are held at Sims High:
School in Holly Springs and
courses in modern mathemat-
ics and problem solving in the
physical sciences are offered,
according to Dr. W. W. Gibson
Sr., the director.
Dr. John Buehler and Mrs.
Eldora Amos, both of the Le-
Moyne faculty, are the instruct-
CURRENTLY STARRING IN "JOY '66^
In 1958 Kentucky
Tavern was barreled
for an 8-year nap.
That same year
this man
sold real estate
in Chicago.
8 years later,
Oscar Brown, Jr. was a
famous singer-composer
and Kentucky Tavern
became the Old
Smoothie.
Why settle for a 4- or
6-year-old Bourbon when
you can have 8-year-old
Kentucky Tavern.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey-86 & 100 proof bottled-in-bond
Gienmore Distilleries Co . Louisville-Owensboro, Kentucky L 1966
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME 
Address..
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
thirkrne 500,
G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS
'66
CLOSE
OUT
SALE
If you want to do 1 I your own shifting, the 4-speed is
for you. Fairiane's optional Sopeed manual transmis-
sion (available with V-It'S) is fully isnchrrtnited with
hitcher nurnencal ratio In first gear. Ci‘e% fait takeoff
from standing start Floor-mounted 'hi't Irv, ha, pou.
tire revene.gear lockout.
Sprcial v‘ith the Fairlanc 4.1.N it or.
Crune.O.Maitic Drive, which permits both manual
and automatic shifting. For manual gear rhangioa.
shift kyer back to Low (I) and upshift through 2nd
tnto Dish or I/rive (I)) -For folly automatic
%hitting, simply snout kver to Drive and Ins'
FAIRLANES FAIRLANES FAIRLANES
THESE FORDS ARE NOW WAITING
AT UNBELIEVEABLE CLOSEOUT PRICES
COME IN TODAY... IT ONLY TAKE A MINUTE TO MAKE YOUR DEAL.
BETTER BUY AT
HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER AVE. 458-115144
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Church Plans Program
To Honor Founders
The annual Founders' Day
program for the Mississippi
Blvd. Christian church will be
held on Sunday. Oct. 16. ac-
cording to A. 14. Walker.
The program IS designed tat
pay tribute to the original ar-;
ganizers of the church as well,
as to provide an opportunity to
increase its financial support.
An outstanding speaker will
g.ve the message during the 11
o clock service, and excellent
music be furnished.
James T. Chaddier is general
cnairman of the program.
and Mrs. Esther Brown co-
chairman.
Members of the volun-
teer committee are Mr. and.
Mrs. William Hughes. Mr. and!
Mrs. Charles L Boyle. Mr and
Mrs Bennie Bilbrew.Mrs.
Anne H. Weathers. Mr. and
Mrs. Albert S. Brown. Mr. and
Mrs, Henry L Jackson. Mrs.
Letitia Poston and miss 
Johnetta Phillips.
Finair committee mennbars
are Mrs. Harriett Walker, Mn.
H A. Gilliam. Mrs. E. B. Snell
and Gerald Bell.
Serving on the Telepimee
committee are Mrs. B. G.
Olive, Mrs Ida M Lockard,
Mrs Elmyra Jeffries, Mrs.
Corinne Whitaker, Mrs Ambri
Brown. Mrs. Elms Washington
Mrs Aline Low. Mrs Manor.
Bruce. Mrs Ceneta Qualls and
Mr., E. F. LaMondue, Sr.
On the Program cornmitte
are William Howard Cross
Mrs Emma L. Wilson. Mis,
Barbara Neal and Charles S.,
Johnson.
Publicity committee mem-
bers include Mrs. Elizabeth
Shaw. Mrs. Annie Mane Greene
and Mrs. Jimmie.
On the Decoration corn mittet
are William Howard Cross,
Gladys Greene. Mr-s Laura R.
Cde and Mrs. Viola Brown.
Elder Blair T. Hunt is pastor
of the church.
Women's Day At I
Greer Chapel
Greer Chapel AME Churcr
180 Ash Street, will observe
"A annual women's day," Sun-1
day. October 1.
Mrs. Rutha Pegues. a mem-t
her of the church, will speak
at the 11 o'clock services. Miss,
Claree Avant of St. Matthewsl
Missionary Baptist Church will
be the guest speaker for the
afternoon program at 3 o'clock.
The public is invited for the
occasion. Mrs. Virg,ie Mosbey
chairman for the program.
Rev. S. W. Houston is pastor
if Greer Chapel.
State Tea Is
Providence At
St. Peter
The "Annual State Tea" of'
he Tennessee Regular Baptist
lissionary and Education
:enter will be hel d Sunday,1
ktober 9, from 4 till 6 p.m.
t St. Peter Missionary Baptist
7hurch. 110 Pillow Street. Rev.
. T. Gaston. Pastor.
Mrs. Brown is chairman of
.osa Perry as co-chairman.
nd Mrs, Idella W Smith. Mrs.
. 1 Hams. Mrs. W B
rooks is president of the
!omen's Convention. Rev. A.
Campbell is president of the
.igular B. M. & E. Convention.
3rovince To
iear Mrs. Ware
4ext Sunday
Annual Women's Day will be
elebrated on Sunday. Oct. 9.
t the Providence AME church
The guest speaker at the 2
m. program will be Mrs.
iola Ware, a member of New!
yler AME church.
A noted civic worker. Mrs.
rare is considered a dynamic
ieaker. She is the owner of
innture and grocery stores.
Guest choirs from three
hurches will provide music for
:le service.
Rev.
astor
lurch.
James L Gleese is
of Providence AME
MRS. ROSE COOPER
Macedonia To
Present Mrs.
Rose Cooper
Annual Women's Day will be
celebrated on Sunday. Oct. 9. at
the Macedonia Baptist church
located at 11 Austin St.
The speaker at the 3 P.m•
program will be Mrs. Rosa Bur-
rell Cooper. former Memphian
now living in Chicago. where
she is a member of the Greater
Metropolitan Baptist church and
an ardent worker in all phases
of Christian work.
Mrs. Cooper is a nurse at the
University Clinic of Chicago and
served as All-State chairman of;
a tea sponsored by the Young{
People's Department of the
Women's Convention USA, Inc.
She is the mother of two
children and the wife of Rev.
Jesse Cooper. The public is in-
vited to hear Mrs. Cooper.
Mrs. Ruth Mabon is chairman
of Women's Day and Mrs. R. L
Mitchell co-chairman. Rev. L
M. Morganfield is pastor of the
church.
COMPLETE PATHFINDER COURSE — Thirteen mem•
hers of the Mississippi Blvd. Severnth Day Adventist
church completed a 10
-hour staff training course for lead
ers of the Pathfinder club conducted here recently by
Lider Ralph P. Pea), south director of the South Central
Conference of Seventh Day Adventists, and were presented
certificates during a recent Saturday morning service.
Seated (from left), are Miss Delores Harris, Mrs. Daisy
Ward Chapel
Women Raise
$1,800 For Church
The women of Ward Chapel
AME church at 1f25 S. Parkway
east raised 51.900 during the an-
nual Women's Day program
held there on Sunday, Sept. 25.
The speaker for the morning
was Mrs. Erma L. Clanton of
St. John Baptist Church Vance
and member of the Melrose
High school faculty.
Participants in an afternoon
panel discussion were Mrs.
Mattie Crossley. supervisor of
secondary education with the
Memphis City Schools: Mrs.
Felicia Sartin, Lester High
school, and Mrs. Ruthie Strong.
Melrose High school.
Evangelist Helen Teague was
acting pastor for the day. Mrs.
Julia Pleas was general chair
(man. and Mrs. Ira Wells co-,
!chairman.
Members of the church are
grateful for all help from the
'public which made the day a
success.
Rev. R. L. McRae is pastor
of the church.
6—rt..10108
r."01..OP. 441,1,11.4.41.
ORGANS•PIANOS
Sales•Sere,c•• Rentals
Phew*
682.4637
482 S. Perkins
Ext.
Buy U. S.
Bonds Today!
Segregationist Wins
In Louisiana Runoff
NEW ORLEANS (U P I) —
John R. Rarick, t h e Indiana..
born judge who unseated 24-year
Congressman James IL
(Jimmy) Morrison on a plat-
form of militant segregation and
hostility to the Johnson admin-
istration, Sunday mapped stra-
tegy against stiff Republican op-
position in November.
Rarick, whose label of -Black
Power Candidate- stuck on the,
56-year-old Morrison, rolled up
a big "white backlash margin!
en route to a Democratic pri-
mary runoff victory.
• 
: 
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
CAR WASH $125!• 
• 
Effective November 79 1965
•
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Sat en Son. 51 25 Monday
• 
.
Set Oven 8 A M te 6 P lit a
11 Son. Opefill A.M to 2 e M thru •
Friday •s a a
ag SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :
. 3100 Summer at Baltk •
mos•sumummossowass•assiewsmossamai
- — ---- -
Men's •
3-Piece
Suits 
SIKES
Silk Finish Sharkskins
Latest Styles
(Alterations Free)BERT,e D1e2p5t . BSetaol ree
1221 Thomas
GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
'STOP I 10' SERVICE
PLAN FOR DOWITOWNERS!
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For NEIMAN& And Groom
CALL, WRITE er WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Meenplois, tiniviesse•
'YOUR Comojkorty Makes Whet Ye. Ask For And
Creates Wing You Mirk Or
Rignev, Mrs. Mvrtbarvn Powell, Mrs. Valeria Montague,
Mrs. Marine Weir and Mrs. Lillian Jones. Staoding, same
order, are Arnett Montague, director of the Pathfinder
club: Noble Powell, Elder J. M. Doggette, pastor, Herbert
Brown Sr. and Terry Addison. Sr. Not show on photo
are Mrs. Marguerite Blanchard and Ousley Perkins, Jr.
Pathfinder clubs are similar to scout clubs.
Musical Extravaganza
Presented At Providence AME
Soave of the city's top musi-
cians will be featured in a
"musical extravaganza" which
will be presented at Providence
AME Church. 384 North Deca-
tur Sunday. October 2, at 3:45
p. m., at the church.
The program will be studded
with instrumental and vocal
solos, as well as with selections
by large and small vocal and
instrumental groups. The Sanc-
tuary Choir of Providence
church, with Mrs. Charlesetta
Heard Branham as organist.
featuring outstanding soloists of
the church will open the pro-
gram with instrumental selec-
tions.
Others appearing on the pro-
gram are Mesdames Jacquelyn
Satterfield, Mildred E. Nelson,
nMary P. Daniels, Co King,
Misses Lula Brutton and the
Larinettes, Debora V. Gieese,
Faye Ratcliff and the Patter-
sonettes, Minnie Tompkins;
Messrs. Noah Bond, William
Fleming, Omar Robinson, R
bert Jones, Charlie C. Folsom,
Lee Cunningham, James Hyter,
Fred Mosbey, Jr., Harry Win-
field and II Cantorium, George
Cowser and Alfred Motlow,
Harold Brooks, Melvin Parks
and the Thomas Ensemble, and
others.
Mrs. Cora Gleese is the spon-
sor of the program. Rev. James
L. Gleese, Jr., is pastor of Prov-
s
i New Subscription Order
Madly send me time Tri-Stato
Defender to address below
'One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
I TO
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
II Print Address 
1
City
Zane No-
Slate 
"A Winner
Every Time"
PLAY
"Let's Go To The Races"
$100
WINNER
Mrs. Ann Warren
1313 Orgill
Memphis, Tenn.
$100
WINNER
Edith Rose Rogers
Shannon, Miss.
More & More Are Playing
More & More Are Winning
Get Year Rase Cards Now at Tsar Bhp Star Store!
$100
WINNER
Lewis Fondren
Batesville, Ark.
$100
WINNER
Mrs. H.J. Bivins
1322 So. Parkway East
Memphis, Tenn.
 1
• ,
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Negro Market
THE NEGRO MARKET. . .
is the fastest growing . . most
responsive market in America
today . . . "a buying market."
It is the largest market seg-
ment in America.
Of all market segments the
Negro market is the most
clearly defined.
As a community . . . it is
unique in being the only ethnic,
group in the contemporary
United States Society that is
"visually identifiable."
It is an established fact . . .
that no later than the third gen-
eration children of the Irish,
German, Italian. Jewish im-
migrants, no longer consider'
themselves as an element or
community apart from the total
U.S. community. They have
been absorbed in the "main-
stream" and regard themselves
as simply "Americans" and are'
se identified by themselves and
ethers.
est cities in Ms, is a Negro.
This is appteximately twice the
proportion of Negroes km the
entire country.
The ten largest cities in the
U.S. account for more than ono-
fourth of the nation's negroes.
In these cities, nearly one of
every four persons (24%) is a
Negro.
Not so with the American
Negro. The third, fifth, even the l
tenth generation has no effect
whatever on the position or;
identification of the American
Negro. His identification is notl
of language or last name. And
there is no, or little possibilityl
of his becoming "lost in the!
mainstream" identifiable only
by genealogical research.
Considering the negro market
then, "how does it relate in pro-
portional size to the entire U.S,
Market."
The U S Bureau of Census
gives this clear picture:
"In 1965, the American
NEGRO composed 11.7 per
cent of the total U.S. popu-
lation, an absolute popula-
tion of 21,600.000. Other re-
search estimates exceed
22,500,000."
The current trend of popula-
tion growth portends a continu-
ed and important increase in
the negro market The ncn-white
population has been growing
more rapidly than the white
population. From 1960 to 1964
. . . the non-white population in-
creased by 10% as compared to
6% for the white population.
There were more than two
births for every death among
whites from 1960 to 1964 . . .
but more than three births for
every death among non-whites.
The NEGRO MARKET is not
only increasing rapidly in size
. . . the proportional growth in
relation to our total population
is climbing at an ever increas-
ing rate:
There are 11 cities in the U.S.
which have Negro populations
of 250,000 or more. These 11
cities contain 28% of the na-
tion's Negroes.
the
largest market segment ie the
ro 
U.S. The Negro population in
tilloievtieryS7ecgoximeeedtryspinuthhet:7"1"Wies tmrn
Hemisphere with the exception
of Brazil and Mexico. U.S. Ne-
groes constitute a market larg-
er than the entire countries of
Canada, Argentina, Australia, or
the combined total of the four
Scandinavian countries.
The Negro market in U.S. is
a multi
-billion dollar spending
group. (Est. 1966 - $29 billion).
It is a market of singular im-
portance to America.
The Negro market populationi
is not e v en 1 y distributed
throughout the 50 states. States
and regional areLs having pro-
portional N egro population
greater than 17% - that is 50%
above the national mean of
11.7% of the total U.S. popula-
tion.
STATE NEGRO PROPORTIONAL
Port LATION
Per Coat to 'fetal t .5.
Marsland
District of Columbia 54.5
Virginia 20.11I
North Carolina 15.4
South Carolina 34.9
Geordie 25.0
Florida 19.0
Manama 30.1
Miroiloo.lppli 42.3
% rkansas 21.9
I .ouisiana 21.0
NP.(.R0 PER CENT
YEAR or TOTAL INCREASE
1940 9.8%
1951) 10.0 • .2
1960 10.5 • .5
1965 11.7 41.2
Est. 1970 14.0 +2.3
REGIONAL AREAS
New England
Middle At lant1r
East North Cratral
West North Control
East South Central
West South Cestral
Mountain
Pacific
It is estimated by the best
authorities, that by 1970 will be
visually identifiable as a mem-
ber of The Negro Market.
Forty-three percent of all Ne-
groes in the US. live in cities
which had total poulations of
250,000 or more in 1960. These
50 cities accounted for only 22%
of the national population in
1960, is a Negro. More than one
out of five persons living in
what were America's M larg-
2.114.1
8.5
11..!
4.1
!.5
16.6
5.9
4.6
At present, it is estimated that
33% of all Negroes live in the
country's 20 largest cities By
1970, it is estimated that 50
American cities with popula-
tions of 100,000 or more will
have negro populations of 25%
or more.
And by 1980, some 10 of our
largest cities, including New
York City; Washington, D.C.;
Baltimore; Detroit; Cleveland;
St. Louis; New Orleans; Tren-
ton; Newark; Gary; will pro-
bably have a majority negro
population.
In fact, Washington. D.C. is
almost two-thirds negro now.
There are more negroes in New
York City today than in any
of the 11 states of the Old South
- CRM Estimates -1.300,000;
SRDS Estimates - 1,405,000.
The burgeoning increase of
Negro population of the cities
has created a profound re-
adjustment of marketing pat-
terns. Any accurate examina-
tion of the marketing situation
in nearly every city must take
into consideration the increas-
ingly large Negro proportion
within that city.
WOOLWORTH'S
,,manontatr
Values to 3.95! Colorful choice of
PLASTIC MUSEUM
Peel, chip and crack re-
sistant plastic is light-
weight . . . long-wearing!
Choice includes cannister
set, 48 qt wastebasket, 32
qt flip-top bin.
IN
YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT
WOOLWORTH'S
COLLEGE FRESHMEN -
These three Memphians are
mein bers of the freshman
class at Oakwood college at
Huntsville, Ala. From left
are Miss LaJean Martin,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thelbert Martin of 29ai Yale
and a graduate of Lester
High s hoo I. Samuel
Branch, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Archie F. Branch of 3141
Hilda, and Miss Patricia
New Research Center
Established At Fisk
, Establishment of the Amistad
Research Center at Fisk univer-
sity in Nashville has just been
announced by the Division of:
Higher Education and the Amer-
ican Missionary Association of
the United Church of Christ. Dr.
Clifton H. Johnson has been
named director of the Center.
The Amistad Research Center
will maintain an archives de-
partment for the collection of
manuscripts and other source
materials and promote research
projects in the study of Negro
life and history.
The Center will also include
the Race Relations Department,
which was established at Fisk
by the AMA in 1943. The late
Dr. Charles S. Johnson was the
first director of the Race
Relations Department.
Dr. Herman H. Long, presi-
dent of Talladega college, be-
came its director when Dr.
Johnson was named president
of Fisk in 1947. In addition to
supporting research in contem-
porary problems in human re-
lations, the Center will continue
to sponsor the annual Race Re-
lations Institute which has me
during summers at Fisk since
1944.
The Amistad Research Center
and the Erastus Milo Cravatt
Library of Fisk will make avail-
able for use of scholars the
American Missionary Associa-
tion Archives, a manuscript col-
lection of approximately
300,0 'pieces.
The mass of these manu-
scripts were written during the
period 1839-1882, but several
thousand are dated before and
after that period. These papers
provide an invaluable source
for studying the movement for
the abolition of slavery and the
education of the Negro during
and after the Civil War. The
AMA Archives are catalogued.
Other special collections that
will be open for use in the Cra-
vath Library after they are pro-
cessed by the Amistad Research
Center include the following:
The Charles S. Johnson Col-
lection of correspondence, ad-
dresses. books, abstracts, print-
ed matter and personal papers
of the former director of the
Race Relations Department and
president of Fisk university.
The W. E. B. Dubois Collec-
tion of books, clippings, maga-
zines and personal papers of
Dr. Dubois. the renowned schol-
ar and civil rights leader.
The Charles Waddell Chesnutt
Collection of books, correspond-
ence, journals and literary man-
uscripts of Chestnutt, prominent
author and literary disciple of
Geroge Washington Cable.
Other collections are John
Mercer Langston, Julius Rosen-
wald, Ernest R. Alexander and
James Carroll Napier, Thomas
Washington Talley, Jean
Toomer, Robert E. Park, Ed-
win R. Embree and George Ed-
mund Haynes.
Decisions
Young Pat Cardi, starring in
Universal's thriller "Let's Kill
Uncle," is trying to decide whe-
ther to be a journa)ist, a movie
producer or a ball player. Pro-
ducer William Castle has his
own ideas on the subject. "He's
too small to be a ballplayer,"
Bill explains, "and too smart to
be a movie producer. So he'll
probably wind up as a movie
critic."
STOP! STOP! STOP! Tommy Grant Union
Chevrolet Does It Again. Pictured left to
right are Mrs. hloria Burton, Mr. Tommy
Grant, and Mr. K. T. Burton. The Burton's
are now the proud owners of a new 1966
Impala Chevrolet sold tw Tommy Grant
Union Chevrolet 2200 Lamar Ave. Mr. Bur-
ton is employed by Southern Greyhound
Co., Me Union Ave. Mrs. Burton is an at-
tractive housewife. In the background is
Tucker, daughter of Mr.
Willie Tucker and the late
Mrs. Tucker of Mason,
Tenn. Mr. Branch and Miss
Tucker are graduates of
Mitchell Road High school.
New African Nation: Lesotho
MASERU, LESOTHO - (UPI) - Basuto-
land, a tiny maim% in the heart of South
Africa, became the kingdom of Lesotho, the
second former British colony in Africa to be-
come an independent nation in a week.
At midnight, the Union Jack which had
flown for 98 years over this mountainous
country of about one million population was
lowered and the red, green and blue banner
of Lesotho was raised to the accompaniment
of exploding fireworks and cheers from more
than 300,000 Basuto tribesmen.
Only four days ago, another British ter-
ritory, Bechuanaland became the new nation
of Botswana. A third territory. Swaziland, will
become self-ruling in two years. Both coun-
tries border South Africa.
The ceremonies, presided over by King
Elect Moshoeshoe II, British representative
Sir Alexander Giles and Princess Marina,
took place in the Maseru stadium where
tribe- nen wearing colorful blankets bad been
gathering since Monday.
The celebrations went off without a hitch
despite earlier threats by 53pposition political
leaders to boycott the ceremesies in protest
against the constitution which gives strong-
man powers to Premier Leabua Jonathan
whose party. holds a minority seat in the
Parlamenti.
The opposition groups are backing King
:11oshoeshoe's demands that he be given great-
er powers instead of being forced to carry
out only the ceremonial duties of a chief of
stale. He particularly wants control over
foreign and domestic policies and the army.
[AMU Instructor Gets
Post In West Africa
NAIROBI - (NP11 -There
are those who wouldn't hesl-
Trenton News
The American Legion Auxilia-
ry Acie Moore Post No. 200 is
now in the midst of its 1966-67
membership drive, and all eli-
gible women and girls are in-
vited to join the auxiliary.
Mr. and Mrs. Lenthos Wade
have returned home to live
after spending many years in
Chicago.
Mrs. Jossie Ratcliff is here
from St. Louis, Mo., visiting her
son, Jack Holder and family.
Ira Willis is here from St.
Louis visiting his aunts, Mrs.
Bessie Garrett and Mrs. Ida
Belmont and other members of,
the family.
Cherry Ellison of Toledo,
Ohio, a member of the Gibson
County Fair Association is in
the city for the 91st annual
fair.
Mrs. Floydell Powell is here
from Kalamazoo. Mich. tal.
Mrs. Jenny Lee is in Kalama-
zoo, Mich., on business.
Mrs. Mary Green and Mrs.
Zenobia Marshall of Chicago
were here the past weekend
visiting her brother and uncle
Alvin Graham and family and
other friends.
The American Legion Auxilia-
ry Post No. 200 sponsored a
fashion show on Wednesday
night. Sept. 21, at the Gibson
County Fair. It was directed by
Mrs. Freddie Johnson.
James H. Johnson, Mrs. Man
L. Moore and Bob Johnson com-
muted to Tarnms, Ill.. last Sun-
day to attend the funeral of
their uncle, Mr. S. V. McDougal,
a former resident of Gibson
County.
Ligather Johnson is in the
Madison County General hospi-
Powell Faces Contempt Rap
NEW YORK (UPI) - Rep.
Adam Clayton Powell, D.-N.Y.,
was found guilty of civil con-
tempt of court Monday in con-
nection with a long litigated de-
famation judgment against him.
I The Harlem Congressman al-
so faces jury trial for criminal
contempt alleging his wilful de-
fiance of the court in refusing
to pay the judgment totaling
8164,000 won by an elderly
cleaning woman defamed, by
him six years ago.
State Supreme Court Justice
Harry B. Frank, in citing Pow-
ell for civil contempt, said the
Congressman had engaged in
"relentless defiance" of effortsW Bidto get him to pay the award. rite-In
Monday's citation was hand-
ed down because Powell had
not paid a judgment incurred
for illegally transferring own-
ership of his home in Puerto
Rico to his wife's family. The
transfer was to avoid its at-
tachment to help pay off the
defamation award.
Powell has been ordered to
appear Friday morning for an
accounting of his financial abil-
ity to pay the judgment,
beautiful ranch style house; located
at 1306 Arkansas. Tommy is proving each
week that he is a Go! Go! Getter in sales
at Union Chevrolet. If you want to save
"RIG" see Tommy first, for a new or used
car or truck. NOW IS THE TIME TO
TRADE. Union Chevrolet is closing out all
remaining 1/66 Chevrolets. The new models
are here. If you want the most for your
money see Tommy Grant - TODAY. He is
waiting • • . "FOR YOU"!
their
Douglas Hits
Sabonjian On
U. S. Senator
las took sharp
with the effort
major to run as
didate Nov. 8.
Paul H. Doug-
issue Tuesday
of Waukegan's
a write-in can-
Douglas said.
"I deplore the efforts of May-
or Robert Sabonjian of Wau-
kegan and his backers to inject
race prejudice into the Senato-
rial campaign and to stir up
the so-called white backlash. We
need a cooling-off of racial ten-
sions and not efforts to intensify
them.
"The entry of Mayor Sabon-
jian into the Senate race is an
obvious effort to split off Demo-
cratic votes on the civil rights
issue and give the election to
my Republican opponent."
Douglas made his statement
as he resumed campaigning and
as Sabonjian announced that he
is offering himself as a write-in
candidate because Douglas and
his Republican opponent,
Charles H. Percy, "stand for
the same things."
Sabonjian became prominent
as a result of his get-tough pol-
icy in putting down August's
racial classes in Waukegan. Sa-
bonjian called the rioters "ani-
mals, scum and winos."
Miss Bassey
Set To Join
Red Skelton
Comedienne Audrey Meadows
and singer Shirley Bassey are
the' guests on 'The Red Sklton
Hour,' in color, Tuesday. Oct. 11
7:30-8:30 p.m. on wbbm-tv
Shirley Bassey. a nightclub
singer born in the Tiger Bay
area of Cardiff, Wales, Sings
'The Shadow of Your Smile' and
"I Could Have Danced All
Night."
Skelton portrays Junior, the
mean widdle kid, and Audrey
Meadows plays his widowed mo-
ther, Mrs. Cavendish, in the
main comedy sketch.
tate to take up the challenge
of a 70-odd-year-old man to a
fight, just to see how good he
really is, but in the case of
President Jomo Kenyatta last
week, he had no takers. Ken-
yatta, recently returned from a
month-long stay on the coast,
where he had been under the
care of heart specialists, ap-
peared before a rally of 40,000
people, looking vigorous and in
a -fighting mood. No one pres-
ent seemed to doubt his strength
and fitness.
Expensive Bus Ride
BRISTOL, England - (UP1)1
- Edward Beattie missed the
last scheduled bus, so he bor-
rowed another bus f r om the
terminal to make the five-mile
trip to his home.
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The Uproar Over Powell
Now that the uproar has subsided
and the wings of Rep. Adam Clayton
Powell have been clipped in his chair-
manship of the House Education a n d
Labor Committee, it may be worthwhile
to add a footnote to the whole messy
record.
Few sensible people find themselves
able to put on much of a defense for
some of Powell's strange antics. He has
spent his committee's money with dash
and irresponsible abandon. He didn't
even bother to show up to vote for the
late Civil Rights Bill. His absentee
record generally is atrocious. His re-
marks about his personal gun toting are
careless indeed — considering the street
gang problem faced by all major cities.
Nor is it especially edifying to see a
clergyman and a congressman traveling
around the Caribbean with a pretty sec-
retary.
Fine. Now that this has been said,
Congress still faced a problem in seek-
ing to discipline Powell. The fact is, Con-
gress simply does not discipline its own
members. That is the Congressional
tradition.
Whoever heard, for instance, of a
project to discipline Sen. Eastland, Mis-
sissippi's gift to the chairmanship of the
Senate Judiciary Committee Eastland
has a long history, both of racism and
of plain laziness: but apparently it never
has crossed a Senatorial mind to do any-
thing about it.
And what of Seri. Dodd? His fi-
nancial adventures may not be jail-
worthy, but certainly they are on the
unusual side — yet when a Washington
columnist seeks to discuss them, Dodd's
colleagues close ranks to protect him.
And there was a Sen. Joe McCarthy,
of not-so-fond memory, whose disrepu-
table efforts to project himself into the
limelight, to the possible ruination of
anyone unlucky enough to stand in his
way, were so bad as to damage the good
name of the United States throughout
the world. True, the Senate finally did
clamp down on him — but only after he
had attacked the Senate itself, thereby
placing himself beyond the protective
pale.
Carved into the facade of the Su-
preme Court Building are the words,
"Equal Justice Under Law." A good
many members of Congress ought to
take a good look. It might occur to them
that the internal laws" by which Con-
gress polices itself ought to be applied
with even equality.
N short. Congress cannot look any
way save ridiculous in punishing Powell
so long as it is unprepared to go in for
an over-all, non-discriminatory clean-
up, applying to all members of both
Houses.
How To Silence Stokely
By this date, It is reasonably plain
that the entire white community despises
the insides of one Stokely Carmichael
and would dearly love to get him to de-
sist from his wild and turbulent cries.
Beyond this, no less an authority than
syndicated columnist Carl Rowan has set
forth his belief that most black people
feel the same way, believing that Car-
michael speaks irresponsible nonsense.
If this be true, we would like to sug-
gest, wistfully and humbly, that we find
ourselves in a position to do a great serv-
ice for both the white and the black com-
munities. That is, we are convinced of
our ability to set down a formula ab-
solutely guaranteed to shut up and calm
down the ineffable Mr. Carmichael over-
night.
The only thing is, we are a little
embarrassed that our formula is so
childishly simple. Surely, for running
Mr. Carmichael out of gas, there should
be some Great Plan, some scintillating
piece of intellectualism. But no. Our
formula boils down to three easy words:
End Racial Discrimination.
That's all there is to it. It's so obvi-
ous, one would have thought it would
have been tried ere now — not just a
little, but seriously and strenuously. Of
course, the problem is largely a white
problem. The Negro, finding himself
without anyone to discriminate against,
has a pretty hard time discriminating.
So it is the white man who has it
in his power to silence Carmichael. He
could do it, just by ceasing to discrim-
inate racially. Other techniques are
available, of course: There is the pos-
sibility of shooting Carmichael deed. On
the face of It, that would work — the
only hooker being that some other black
man would leap to take Carmichael's
place on the firing line, and all the wild
yells and troublesome, irresponsible sug-
gestions would keep on coming. H o w
much ammunition can we waste in this
i fashion, with the Communist world
breathing down our collective neck?
But ending discrimination. That's
the way. It would leave Stokely Car-
michael standing there with his thumb
in his mouth, robbed of his subject mat-
ter, totally disarmed.
That Minister In Gr enada
Much has been said about the vi-
cious white adults in Grenada, Miss.,
who assaulted and beat Negro children
going to their classes in a newly inte-
grated school. Nothing has been said,
however, about the whites who refrained
from acting like savages.
There wouldn't be any cause for
saying anything about don!, of course
— except for one thing: There is some
evidence that a very large number of
whites in Grenada were thoroughly
ashamed of themselves, in a way that
wouldn't have been tfue Ft little while
ago in the beartidad of segregation.
Consider; for 'example, that the
Rev. C. B. Burt scolded his Grenada
Methodist congregation for the obscene
attack on the school children —A and
he did not get himself fired. Instead,
A Point Of View
NAT D. WILLIAMS
BACK LASH
While the nation is so muchl
concerned about the meanings
and implications of the term
-Black Power." it might do
well to consider the ominous
and darkly threatening connota-
tions of the term "back lash".
both expressions may be given
different interpretations. . . .de-
pending on the _user's purpose.
But "back-lash" is more defi-
nitely threatening.
Some white Americans claim
to be deeply disturbed by the
Negro's use of the expression
"black power". But all Negroes
are not only concerned, but
seriously apprehensive of the
all-too-clear suggestions of the
words "back lash".
"Black power" can be inter-
preted to mean the peaceful
organization of the Negro's re-
sources to help himself eccmorn-
ically, politically, socially, ed-
ucationally, and culturally. But
"back lash" can only be ex-
idained on the basis of its
threat of retaliation of striking
back at something or some-
body, of injury. . . either
physical, psychological, emo-
tional, economic, political, or
otherwise. "Back lash" is de-
finitely much more a term
carrying a threat and implica-
tions of deliberate resistance
and even aggressive retaliation.
Whereas. "black power" is a
threat only in the minds of those
who want it to he. No rational
'Negro uses the term "black
power" to frighten or upset any-
body. Only irrational mobs do
that. But it's hard to see how
any other interpretation except
injury to the Negro can be
attached to the term "white
back lash".
Some folk feet that "back
lash" showed its real meaning
with the defeat of the 1966 Civil
Rights bill in the United States
250 persons — half the congregation —I
came before his pulpit, kneeling and
praying that God would forgive Gre-
nada's savagery.
The Rev. Mr. Burt himself must
have been surprised. He must have
thought carefully before delivering his
anti
-assault sermon, wondering what the
consequences to himself would be, how
deaf the ears of his people would prove,
how cold their hearts.
In one sense, it is not much when only
half of a supposedly Christian congre-
gation will stand up and be counted in
favor of decent and peaceful race rela-
tions. Yet it is perhaps fifty times bet-
ter than the situation that prevailed a
dozen years ago. That minister in Gre-
nada proved something.
Senate. They suspect the ivork-i
ing of "back lash- in the elec-
tion of such men as rank seg-
gregationists Maddox and
Wallace (via Mrs. Wallace) to
high state office in Georgia arid
Alabama. There is a whine of
the "white back lash" in the
incidence of white mobs in
Grenada, Miss., assaulting Ne-
gro school children. "Back
lash is suggested with the pol-
ice order to "shoot to kill"
in San Francisco. "B a c k
lash" may just as well have
been the basis of the treatment
according A. Clayton Powell in
the U. S. House of Representa-
tives. "Back lash" may be lurk-
ing behind employment policies
used by some school boards
in the hiring and placement of
Negro teachers. . .in the ap-
prenticeship practices of some
labor unions. . .in America's
refusal to accord the Negro full
acceptance in all its areas. . .
North, E a s t. South, a n d
West. . .despite the demonstra-
tions, petitions, marches, and
other techniques of the civil
rights struggle. "Back lash"
carries only hurt and injury.
It is a synonym for vengeful-
ness, resentment, violence and
misery for somebody or some
other object of prejudice and
hate.
Not much of a furore has
been raised about "white back
lash". Newspaper editorialists
and other commentators
haven't given it equal promi-
nence with "black power" as a
threat to American institutions
and customs. Maybe this is
another expression of "back
lash".
But it's high time more atten-
tion should be focussed on
"back lash". . .especially, so-
called "white back 1 a s h". .
When the term is used it is
always associated with white
resistance and hostile reaction
to the Negro's drive for civil
rights.
And it is to be noted that
"back lash" is never associated
with any particular white in-
dividual or group, as has been
the case with "black power".
Yet, "back lash" is much more
dangerous and threatening. It
implies the power of the white
majority to halt, destroy, or
distort, the few gains the Negro
has made on the road to full
acceptance as an American cit-
izen.
Basically. "white back lash"
is a questionably polite term
applied to a long disgusting ,ie
velopment in American lift.
Right after Reconstruction
Days, following the Civil War,
"back lash" showed its tearing
fangs. It came with the passage
of the Black Codes and the
Jim Crow Laws (segregation)
in the South. It has long been in
the North, where the fangs
didn't show so clearly, except to
the eyes of those who saw
through the North's facade of
hypocrisy, and realized that
"freedom does not reside above
the Mason and Dixon line any
more definitely than it does
below that mythical boundary,"
"White back lash" in the final
analysis is primarily a term
used to express the nation's
willingness to pander to the
lowest class whites. If Negro-
hating white men are given
police and governmental au-
thority and maintained in those
places. . ."white back lash"
will openly and continuously
show itself and grow. No better
proff is needed than the specta-
cle of white policeman in Gre-
nada standing'idly by as Negro
I 
children were being crushed in
the streets by white mobs aban-
doningthemsevles to their
'lowest animal urges That's
really what "bac lash" is and
t's mmmmmmmin
really what "back lash" is and
means. And it is much more
dangerous to this nation's prin.
cipales of respect for law,
justice and right ... than a
dozen usages of "black power".
Now, wbatchubet!
JACKIE ROBINSON SAYS...
Alston Book Item
Is Inaccurate
By JACKIE ROBINSON
It looks as if the strong Dodg-
er pitching will again play an
important role in the Los An-
geles club's drive for the pen-
nant. Once again, Walter Als-
ton must be given credit for a
job well done. However, I feel
certain that Walter is a better
manager than he is an author.
The reason we believe that is
that we have just finished read-
ing an article by him regarding
his new book "Alston And The
Dodgers." Walter has some
things to say about me which
are incredibly inaccurate.
For instance, he related the
details of a scene which alleged-
ly took place in the clubhouse
11 years ago. I
am amazed to
hear. after 11
years, that I was
in the habit of
showing up late
for e x e rcises
during spring
training Wal-
ter Alston knows
that is a lie I111.011INPON
n cerely re-
garded spring training as the
most important period in my
baseball life.
worked hard constantly to
keep myself is good condition
and I reported promptly. Walter
must have a short memory for
he tells about a rhubarb be-
tween him and me which he
states happened during his first
season and my eighth with the
Dodgers.
Actually, he had been with us
for a whole year and it warebis
seend year with the team when
the rhubarb occurred.
ing any names, but roundly
criticising players who, as be
put it, ran to newsmen. When
no one responded, be flushed a
!brilliant red, evidently angered
jet getting no rise out of any-
one.
Further, it didn't occur as he
said it did. He claims to have
called me down in front of
everybody, Lambasting me for
muttering to other players while
he was holding meetings. Ac-
tually, Walter was sore because
I had asked newsman Dick
Young about rumors that I was
to be replaced.
It was said that Don Hoak,
who had played for Alston ear-
lier, would be brought in to take
over my position. I was ready
for the challenge, performing
extremely well and believe I
was in the best condition I en-
joyed during my latter years
with the club.
At my age, I could not afford
to play one game and .slt around
on the bench for three. Dick
I Young had a genius for getting
ithe facts on clubhouse rumors.
So I asked him what my future
looked like. Dick told Walter
and the latter became furious.
The next day, In the dab-
house, Walter went into an 40-
tended harangue, not mention-
Next he made a remark which
I could only interpret as refer-
ring to me. I interrupted and
said if he was talking about me,
I wanted him to know that I
had stopped coming to him with
questions because his
made no sense to me.
THE
SLAUGHTER
PEN
By ADOLPH J. SLAUGHTER
(Washington Bureau National News Service)
OIC -- 'Self-Help At The Bootstraps'
WASHINGTON — "Girls don't have to be blondes to be
beautiful!" We are in the process of "unwashing their brain-
washed minds!" Fifty per cent is providing skilled training,
the rest is teaching him to stand on his feet."
Such were the words of a tough-talking, tough-doing, big
six-foot-plus Negro minister from Philadelphia who
out-talked R. Sargent Shriver at the microphone and who also
had just completed convincing three departments of the feder-
al government that they should contribute 0,000,000 to perpetu-
ate his pet project — Opportunities Industrialization Center.
It was So gimmick. The Rev. Leon Sullivan bad proved
that he could train unskilled, unemployed Negroes and get
them ready, both mentally and physically for good-paying jobs
between six and 12 months.
He was so successful with his OIC in Philadelphia that the
Office of Economic Opportunity, the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare and the Department of Labor decided
to turn loose $5,000,000 to start similar programs in eight
other cities from coast to coast.
A Philadelphia militant of the first order, but not a
racist, Sullivan made it clear that this program was not one
just for colored people because "many in poverty are white."
But be was equally insistent that a man must know some-
thing about his history, "because man is like a tree. ff he has
no roots, the smallest wind can blow him down, but if his roots
go down deep, he can withstand a hurricane."
Sullivan's expert crew almost spends as much time in
providing intensive counseling as in job training because he be-
lieves "attitudinal motivational development" must be stress-
ed.
1(Yea just can't put a man behind a lathe and expect him
to operate it expertly. First you must make him want to do
It aed you must help him to believe that he can."
Since Stilli% an started his job crude in 1963 in an emptv
jailhouse that the city let him have for $1 a year. more than
2.000 persons have been added to the employment roles in
Philadelphia. and at least a third of them have been taken
off the relief dole of the city.
The hard driving cleric proudly proclaims that his pro-
gram has cut more than a million dollars from welfare.
While representatives from mere than Se communities and
foreign countries have come to observe his program and
methods, Sullivan iesists that his program is nothing more
than a marriage between industry, labor goverment and
philanthropy, designed to help the people.
Anbody can come in for training between the ages of it4
and 65, although he claims "we actually have no age HIM
and we don't turn anybody away "
All students must first go through Sullivan's "feeder"
program which provides basic education (English, reading.
writing, mathematics and practical algebra) before entering
the second phase which is the skilled training.
OIC students are taught in more than 30 areas, including
drafting, sheet metal, electronics assembly, IBM key punch.
machine shop and secretarial skills. Sullivan said the need is
90 great that many students are hired before they finish the
course;H emphasized that no training is given for jobs that do
Dot exist within the area and that local industry is the key
to the success of the program.
"If a man can't know that he is going to have a job when
be completes his training then we're just preparing men for
more frustrations," he says.
It is somewhat ironic that the whole process started in
Philadelphia after Negro consumer boycotts and other forms
of militant protest caused them to suffer their greatest em•
barrassment.
After industry had said. -all right, here are the )obs."
Philly's civil rights leaders discovered that they didn't ha e
enough qualified Negroes to take them.
The Negro commuiity mobilized under the motto "Ke
help ourselves." Voltrnteer instructors came from industry and
elsewhere, while other segments if the community provided
counselors, day-care aides, maintenance men and additional
staff to make the ender function smoothly.
Sullivan, who is pastor of the Zion Baptist church, with
the aid of the Negro Ministerial Association of Philadelphia,
conducted fund drives which raised initial money to start the
Center.ionLaowed
by $458.000 from the Labor Department's Of-
ter the Ford Foundation drooped $256.575 into the kit-
ty,
fice of Manpower, Automation and Training, and finally 0.7
million from 0E0. The Stern Family Foundation gave 01.000.
Now, with the five million just given to eight other cities.
500 persons will begin training in Harrisburg, Pa.; 1.200 in
Menlo Park, Calif.; 400 in Erie. Pa.; 700 in Roanoke, Vi
$00 in Little Rock, Ark.: 400 in Oklahoma City. Okla.: 1,200 in
Seattle, Wash.; and 1.200 in Washington, p.c., all under Sul-
livan's OIC plan.
I asked Rev. Sullivan why the two greatest industrial com-
plexes in the country — Chicago and New York — had no
such programs.
-We're just waiting for the leadership in Chicago and
New York to say when they want one. They have been con
answers _
tacted."
Gil Hodges touched me and
advised me not to say anything
else. The silly part about this
whole affair is that some years
ago, Carl Rowan and I related
this incident as it truly bap
pened in our book, "Wait 'Til
Next Year."
Alston never objected to our
version. Now he comes up with
one which is phony. He insin-
uates that I shirked my duties.
Every manager I ever played
for, including Walter Alston,
knows in his heart that I was
never guilty of avoiding my
duty.
am appalled that Wetter
would use this book to attempt
to create some color in his
seemingly insecure lit e. I
wouldn't mind if he had told the
truth. For I've never been ad-
verse to a truthful version of
anything I've ever done. (ANP
Feature)
BOXCAR
POIIT MADISON, Iowa —
(UPI) — The cargo of a box-
car sitting on a siding here
was destroyed by fire. The car
was filled with matches.
The People Speak
LETTER TO EDITOR
"The students, teaching staff
and principals have been very
happy and equally as apprecia•
tive of the news coverage of
Booker T. Washington High
School by the 'Fri-State Defend-
er. We feel that we shall be
eternally indebted to you for
your kindness
"However, we do feel that an
injustice was done the school in
your Saturday, September 24th
issue. Under a picture of a po-
lice officer and another person
carrying an injured person to
an ambulance you placed in
bold print, 'Bricks Fly At Sta-
dium,' which was an exagger-
ation.
"You made no mention of the
injured football player who used
the ambulance also. Your state-
ment of students and others
watching the game 'fled from
the stadium' was another exag-
geration if not an untruth.
"I was there, I went to the
injured girt. Instead of students
and others fleeing from the sta-
dium, our problem was getting
away from the injured girl.
"Sensationalism is all right
but not at the expense of your
public schools. Please, I do
wish you or some member of
your staff had come over to the
school and talked with the prin-
cipals and/or those teachers
who looked after the girl before
making such inflammatory
statements. Such statements on
the part of the press can have
a very telling effect on the at-
tendance of our games.
"This is not to say that
want to squash the news I just
want to print what is true and
logical, especially as it affects
the schools."
J D. Springer,
Principal
(Editor's Note 
—Efforts were
made to talk to Principal
Springer at the time the news
item was being prepared for
publication. A secretary said
Mr. Springer would return the
call, but he did not phone.)
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HOW TO PLAY B
1. You receive a free BILLFOLD BINGO Game slip,
printed ih green, each time you visit a participating
A&P Since. No purchase is necessary to play the game.
Adults and married minors1 only may participate and
our employees and their families are ineligible. •
2. Gently moisten the wash-off patch on each slip to
' reveal a game number. Locate the number on the game
indicated and mark it on the game card with an "X".
Save the slips for later redemption.
3!You win the BILLFOLD BINGO Galne indicated= the
I - LLFOLD BINGO
top of each of the tour games on your card l$10 to
$1000) when you have filled a straight line of five
numbers horizontally, vertically or diagonally. Take your
winning slips to your participating A&P Store Manager.
After they have been verified, you will receive your
prize. Keep your game card and continue playing. The
game block "printed free" and newspaper slips from
our weekly ads help you win.
4. You win an INSTANT PRIZE when you receive a slip
that says "Instant Cash $1 etc." Don't wait; take your
slip to any piuticipating A&P Store and, after verifica•
HERE ARE TWO FREE
SLIPS TO START!!!
1st WEEK
lion you will receive your prize from the Store Manager.
5. You win a FREE PRODUCT PRIZE if your game slip
is marked with the word 'Free". Just cut the slip in
half, where indicated, and trade in the free portion of
the slip for the actual product at A&P. The size and
weight of your free item is specified on the slip. Pre-
sent the "FREE" slip with the corresponding free product
to, the Cashier as you check out, and save the bottom
half of your slip so you can continue playing.
I. Cash in your slips as soon as you are a winner. Win
your share of thousands of dollars of prhes. KEEP YOUR
GAME CARD AND CONTINUE PLAYING.
MAT TIN fa/1AV MNTOMY!
PLAY BILLFOLD BINGO AT
1st WEEK
7. Hold all slips! No prize will be awarded unless the
required slips are submitted Only slips clearly legible
to the naked eye, and not altered or mutilated. will be
accepted All slips submitted become the property of
A&P and cannot be returned
8 Only green slips distribited through participating
ASP stores and those published in local newspapers
originating within the Division are eligible. We reserve
the right to correct any typographical or mechanical
errors which might appear in any printed matter in-
cluding Game Slips, etc , in conjunction with this game,
and to reject any slip not obtained through legitimate
channels.
sa
ury+riy.
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The store that cares abo0 yoyt
*4780 SUMMER AVE. • 2473 POPLAR AVE. *423 N,o. CLEVELAND AVE. *3561 PARK AVE.
04770 POPLAR AVE. *3463 SUMMER AVE. • 2829 -LAMAR AVE. 0 • 2130 FRAYSER BLVD.
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Society
Merry
I Go - Round
1 By
*frog lee laws
The jouroey of e thou-
sand miles begins with one
step" LaceTse.
LAS OWE AMIGOS staged
their third a/usual fashion show
Sunday tensing in the YEN&
TIAN 11.4940 of the SHERA-
ToN-rwanw M(YFEL for the
benefit of she. porrEcosTAL
DAY CARE CENTigR. And ala
fabulous 4 lady was, with beau-
teous Now AJEAN STEIN.
BERG ovim Igorn DETRO/T
where she reigns as the
"Quees'• at Detzeit'6 radio sta-
tion NCH; to narrate the show,
Chopter's Livg Ad Eaf Octo-
ber 15, at the ENTERNATION-1
AL Pe.
Though JOHNETTA WALK-
ER KELSO ,A.as jai ctocvio,
she still earned out her plans
to entertain the MEMPHIS
CHAPTER LINKS, INC., at.
their first Meeting of the sea-
son Friday evening. RUTH
LEWIS, filled in for her siod
acted as hostess to ADDIE
JONES, who hi again serving
as president: JEWEL
SPEIGHT, LIL CAMPBEU.,
MARIAN GIBSON, M4RG4-v.hich she does annually. Mar- SET RIVERS, ROBERTA RAT.tha Jean possesses an affioit CUFFE, EDDIE 11141 RATfor the fabulous in clothes ane 1113$FFE, the mother and datigt.:the girl was strictly glamorous. ter team. HELEN 11411801,iShe wears the mantle of a star HARRIETT WALKER, $1.4114,4E1personality gracefully and ‘%ith BARTHOLOMEW, galeher warm personaiity her au- JULLA ATKINS, 41--diences immediately respond to ,FiTE!".4 PRICE and GRACEher With this flow of commune
YOUNG.cation you have a terrific show'
The pretty Club Boom of thlEffervesecot DENISE UAW-
KENS was chairman of the show' loecra me (otel was the settin,
which always drav.s a huge agkikor the metting of philanthropic
thence, and this year there was, women.
standing room only with more We frequently think while at-
than 600 rapt gue,-ts tending the Co-Elte meetings
Other members of the clubthat the tittle &Ca are rep!icas
who pushed the project to an of their mothers and this
outstanding success were JOAN thought was intensified as we
GOWN, in charge elf public-, watched SHARON LEWIS enter-
ity; GERMANISE WILLER, at- tam n them Sunday evening at
tendaiste prize s. BETTY their first regular meeting of
OW, decoration::: ANN the season in the lashionable
FLETCHER, models. [IS home of her parents. WM
GILMER who did her bit in sPe-, AND ROBERT LEWIS.
cial events befo:e going to AT Sharon was cute in a yellewLANTA U. where she'll pursue
graduate study this year; JU-
LIA ATKINS, tickets and DEB-
ORA" PATTERSON, program. The little ladies were over-Drawing favorable comments whejmed as our "Miss Co-Ette-.from the audience with their,' brought in a silver tray of hot stunningoutfits were nuidels kW/ stem champagne glassesRUTHIE IAGRONE ARBLE- and can you imagine what wasSA ROWE, JUBA WAND, bubbling in them" Sprite! Gar-ROLlefid PORTER, IICEDEENInished with a cherry et at!
G°1-nif, POI4IV RW4ire,IThis was served with deliciousROSE GOODMAN, NAKINElhot hors d'oeuvres.STEW?, DORIS BOWERS,
VERONICA BOWERS, JOAN The entree was shrimp cock-
STRICKLAND, BARBARA tail served in silver banded
FLETCHER, ROSE DOTSON,' ice" with the lee tinted green'
DENISE HAWKINS, and male,Apretty picture indeed, pink
mods*, I 
6
•EVALL MILLER and' ''''11/1), green ice. And know-ing teenagers. you know theyAwngffli YATES.
HA WV!' and MACE01i4at h" taste the green ice!
wAymg are back looking de. Ruth who was smart in a
lightfully refreshed after a fan- green and black pants outfit,
tasticaliy exciting 'week-eiia—m was her eter gracious self serv-1
MONTICELLO, NEW YORK, iitg the young ones assisted byj
,..nere may weeK.anded with the her friend GRACE YOUNG who
NEW YORK GUARDSMEN. also wore black pants. RINIERT
They were guests of New the genial bast was on the
York relator JEWEL CoipaigR, patio hr°itioS the steaks which
who was in high school with were scrumptious, to the de-
Harriett in unix ROCK. The light of the girls who watched
Guardsmen, who have chapters through the glass doors from
stringing along the East Coast. the living room of the home.
are known for their incompars The steak dinner with stuffedble entertaining. The New York baked potatoes. French green
chapter invited members from beans, garlic bread and salad
each chapter which made a 
par_ was topped off with a desson of
ty cat about 600 Guardsmen. parfaits also served in the slyer
their mates, plus the invited banded parfait glasses.
friends from all over the cowl- Reveling in the beauty of it
try. Everybody was housed at all w er e Co-Ettes SANDRAthe expense of the New York' IJOESON, DENISE SINS, PEG-
Chapter in the LAUREL RE. GT PRATER, MARSHA CHAN-
SORT HOTEL which they hpd DLER, JOYCE PARKER,
leased for the week
-end. See CAROL EARLS and HARKIlgTTwhy we call them incompara- ELIZABETH DAVIS. Shillalasble? spunky little brother, Bobby
Some of the enTcrtaininent in- came in from his grandmother's
eluded dinners, dances. cocktail
parties and a show they im-
ported which starred vocalist
MAXINE BROWN and NIPSY
RUSSIELI, who was really in his
element which produced what
we heard was "one whale of a
show.''
CLUES: An air of gaiety pre- Log." Their neat meeting willvailed at the first meeting of be Monday October 10 at thethe AFO OVA BRIDGE CLUB home of MR. AND MIti.with ETHEL TARPLEY as Ry SHAW, 1043 LATHAM.hostess in the CLUB ROO)/ of
the LORRAINE MOTEL. MRS. GEORGR TOLES, hi
Ethel, was traveled abroad' Chairman of the group; CROP
this summer, spent some time
in NEW YORK where she
picked up the prices for the win-
ners as well as the dainty little
china elfins dressed in various
attires which each guest found
at her plate
Pi ece de resistance wild
stuffed shrimp with delitimis
crab meat and attesting to this'fact are 1.11. CAMPBELL, first
prize winner sitiospo JOR-
DAN, second prize. UARRIE77
DAVIS third prize winner and
MARIAN GIBSON, Ro§A
INSON, JUANITA sitfivwxy,
SALIJE NARTIfoLogtsw
WALTRRINip ogyn,4w ,
RUTH SEAUCHAMP. I
ALMA BOOTH was is JACK-
SON and AUGUSTA CASH was
in NASHVILLE, missing the
first meeting of the caorie.
Guesting were KATIWRINE
JOHNSON, HARRIET WALK-
ER. BETTY BLAND, ESTHER
BROWN, AIME JONES and
MARGARET RIVERS who won
a prize.
MARIE BRADFORD, newly
elected president of
J. U. G. S., called them together
at the lovely home of her sister,
VELORA CLAYON BOSTON,
for a get-together.
Responding to the call were
JOSEPHINE BRIDGES, SA-
RAH CHANDLER, lIE lEN
COOKE, PEARL GORDON,
DELORES LEWIS, OPPRI MT!
TIE, NV4111111 41114,111, 4NN
NELSON and NEDRA SMITH.
They were deeply engrossed
in plans to attend the D. C.
and red dress with matching
yellow shoes and earrings as
she served her C04,1te sisters
asking, "how many girls 44
you have?"
The COMMUNITY BEAM
yUL COMMITTEE whose pur-
pose is, "To beautify the com-
munity, become better acquaint-
ed with each other and interest
citizens in registration and vot-
GOODLOE, is Courtesy Chair-j
DEFENDER
•
Mr. and Mrs. Waiter
Walter Hall Claims
Bride In Kalamazoo
Miss Gloria Elizabeth Spauld- Mr and Mrs. William F. Hail,
ing became the bride of Walter br.. of Princeton, N. J.. and the
Lawrence Hall. a former Mem- late Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Law-
phian, in a ceremony held Au-
gust 12 in Kalamazoo, Mich.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Ella Spaulding of Brook-
lyn, N. Y.
She attended Allen 'ver -ay
at Columbia. S. C.. and Howard
university in Washington, D. G.
Mr. Hall is the son of Mrs.
Ann Lawrence Weathers of
Memphis and William F. Hall
of Detroit, and the griedson of
man: MRS. UgROY BOLTON,
Secretary, MRRLEANDER
RIVERS, Treasurer and Mrs.
Emily Somerset, Reporter.
MEANDERINGS: CHERRY
MILLER was pleasantly stir-
prised with a birthday Pali/
tossed by her son and daughter
In law John and Lois Davis at
Cherry's parents' home, MR.
AND MRS. W. 4. MILLER on
More than' thirty rela-
tives and friends came to help
her celebrate.
Good looking ASTRID SENG-
BTACKE LLNDSEY, MATTIE
and WIUTTIER's first born had
her little cuties. TAASHA and
SYLEIJA baptized Sunday at
the family church, MT. THOMAS
CATHOLIC CHURCH. CHRISTY
HAYNES, is Taasha's godmoth-
er and MARY MONROE, is the
godmother of Sylkija. Fr. PAT.! —
RICK curt's, assistant pastor;
at the church baptised the little!
ones.
MKS. ORAL IU)BINSON,
dear friend of the Sengstackes
who was just like a grandmoth-
rence.
He was graduated from Book-
er T. Washington High school in
Memphis and Kalamazoo col-
lege at Kalamazoo, Mich., and
is presently a student at West-
ate university anid study-
fa a master's degree in
ethnical psychology.
14r. and Mrs. Hall live at 626
1,rui avenue is Kalamazoo.
American
Cheer
-Leader
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Famous, Smooth, Mellow
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An Colsrs
& Styli:
er to the children died here last
week. A Chicagoan, since 11198,
she was very active in social
and civic activities of the Windy
CMF. For the past two years she
bad' made her home here with
her sister. MRS. BEULAH 1101.--
LEL
We were saddened and sup
prised over the death of our
neighbor, KU. DULA WIL-
MAMA, who was buried from
PARKWAY GARDENS PRE&
BYTERIAN CHURCH Monday.
She was the mother of LeMoyha
coed GWIRNAGLYN WILLIAMS,
the daughter of ma. EMMA
LEE wiLuistoi. She also h
a sister, MRS. ALMITIIII deie
LEN, an aunt, MRS. CATIIIII.-
ANE DAVIS and was a dear
friend of MACK LOFTON.
graduate of
HOUGLASS HIGH SCHOOL and
irtNNEssgE A AND I STATE
UNIVERSITY. Rev. Bell is the
SOS of MRS. gygLisNA Kg1.4,
who now lives in CHICAGO.
having four seasons in every
colors, with lanes ited butteow year is the chance it gives to
. change pace. And the woman
as sharp pisnetuatiop Larks., who is ready to turn in h e r
Spit and gaiter looks, half-and- wind-blown summer look for abait black and Mete eombieg- pore soobieticated cool weather
tioes, streteh stripes t e
side and hounasattath 
cheeks are 
image will find that fall cloth-
, lag aod cosmetics are scaled
some of the sweat Was.
Household Tip
l 
their way through the entire
Igeasessalikshio, ste teisec otheryand. transitionpfermo minitytha 
the soft
Sons* types of befittone tend R$M Dees of daytime clothes,
to melt with high beet. To in colors as bright as autumn
PrOtsct them in ironing, try itself, to the sparkling elegance
placing the bowl of a small of evening wear, fashions are
sPooft over each as you go eeared for instant beauty this
around it. fall.
m &won wider-outfits ranSii
from Panty girdles and WWI
to "wardrobes" of dips, bras
girdles aed pajamas.
• •
Coats that stop shorter,than-
cont-Imiglil Make news with g
ova at grapy-tont skirts or lean,
Amidst pant/. Coat
-and-skirt
outfits come in cranberry cor-
duroy, black melton cloth or
camel wool; style notes include
brass buttons, pate' pockets,
satddte **itching, hardware C104-
logs, leather buttons and furry
linings.
Coat and pants outfits take
on military airs complete with
epaulets, end the trench coat
comes 00 strong.
R0001 MAP out newiiirett
where he pa stored MIAOW-
tan, PRESBYTERIAN
CliVECII. His cute little wife
ELTIE came earlier to accept
a teaching job at GEORGIA
AVENUE SCHOOL and to bring
their boys, FREDERICK, who's
ausru
mid ant grader at RO-
mil JOHN MARK who's
enrolled Is their church's nur-
ser?.
Eltie 
with her parents, MR. AND
janodigthrie etildren stayed
SPARKS COVE ujntIKSh°erN hus-
band assumed the pastorate.
TRev. Bell cam ine here fro i ent're nogb's maw at nseonhWom0eRTiHn theING•
HUNTSVILLE, AL AB AMAITON.
41.11111111111011110111116.
A AA A SALES
226 S Main St.
• T.V.'s S8995
• Refrigerators S14995
• Paint S259 Per Gallon
• Furniture
•Wigs
• Hardware
• Toys
Register Now
FOR FREE WIG OR PORTABLE TV. I
teAmE
ADDRESS
CITY 
 
 
STATE
 up re sm qp 1
Cl,p Coupon Out and Mail to th• Above Address yr Cring Coupon to
the store.
For Information Call 526 4854
VONIMMIIIIII.11111111111r
Contract Bridge Club
Seeking New Members
The Memphis Contract Bridge they may
Club, in affiliation with. th.c', group to
Ameriean Bridge 4,6600114.41, lb Mal*" members have enjoyednow in the process at ieereasias
its membership Omagh the ht,
ducernent of interested persons
who would like to enrich their
overall game M bridge.
Instructions an corn petitivi
bidding, the play of the halide,
and also discussion of previous--
1y bid and played hands will be
done each Monday night, di-
rected by Dr. A R Flowers,
Senior Life Master bridge play-
er.
A -kibitzer" club will be
formed from new members for
special instructions on duplicate
bridge. Those who would like
pointers on duplicate play may
become a part of this group.
Then, at their own discretion,
wisekend °Mines in surrounding
Wiles at bridge tournaments,
hIemphises would like to take
larger groups on further trip,
They are also making plans to
nerticipate in the Palm Sunda,'.
Weekend tournament to be held
et the Chisca Hotel in Alemphi
The Memphis Contract Bridge
Club meets officially each Mon-
day sight at 7:30 p.m. at the
Top Hit and Tails Club, 1608
fieutii Parkway East, Between
7:30 and 8:00 p.m. discussions
such as the following by Dr.
Flowers will be made. Play will
begin promptly at 8:00.
For further information call
274-0111 or 946-891.
Are Presenting Their
ANNUAL QUEEN
SCHOLARSHIP
DANCE
AT
Currie's
Club Tropicana
1331 THOMAS ST.
SAT. OCTOBER 22nd
TIME10:0Q P.M. - UNTIL
ADVANCE ADM. $1.25
AT DOOR $1.50
BEAUTY GOES TO YOUR HEAD IN
OUR FALL FASHION HARVEST
A Harvest In Value, Price & Beauty
A WIG OR HAT... IS AS IMPORTANT
TO,A WOMAN AS HER MAKR•UP
HATS
TOP
CNOIC1
FOR II
FALL
WINTER
'It 4
SATITRDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1966
Wear Fashion Prints Fall In Love
With Autumn
Softies, Longhairs One of the nicest things about
Pp lariats multi* from the
outside and coats add up
withpled Of skirts or Poets.
That's the fashion arithmeuc
for teen-age girls. High marts
are also given to soft sweaters
mad skirts, trash* fake long,
hair tors, eilvery dresses and
black and whits boots.
•
Posy prints give the word this
fall in a variety if new defini-
tions: ratty party pants suits
with a challis look, flowered
velveteen skirts or Edwardian
puha to wegr with crinkly cot-
ton shirts, party eisiottes and
tank ceps in terry velour, gad
even coat aud Shirt dues.
Prints ten as *side story of
itimimatrice, a bstratts. Paisley,
and designs borrowed from
A warm welcome to the REV.
and MRS. EZEKIEL BELL,
He's the new pastor of Parkway
Gardens Presbyterian Church
who came Sunday. A native of
Memphis and a
WIG.
100%
HUMAN
HAIR
, THE NYLON
wig ALSO
WEAYINI & MANOR
REPAIRING & STYLING
TINTINE I DYEING
Hours: 10-00 A.M.-5:30 Mon., Thurs., Fri., Sot. - 10 Til 7.Tues. & Wed.
Beauty Is Not Expensive, So Pay
Us A Visit Today
THE SMART SHOP
582 VANCE AVE. PHONE 527-5425
enter the larger
compete for points.
FOR THE VERY ULTIMATE
IN HAIR CARE
Offoring personalized service, & exclusive,
creative hair styling
CALL
TODAY
FOR
APPOINTMENT
PHONE:
527-5425
Vance Ave. Beauty Salon
582 VANCE AVE.
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 8, 1966 DEFENDER Palle 9
Fauggable lovable basset and coat ia Berg's
warm and fuzzy deep-pile fabric, trimmed
with lace and blue flower appliques by Betty
Terrell. to white, sizes 9, 12 aial 18 atenthe•
Also with coordinating blue corduroy leg-
Melts.
Heeded beechwarmer is the les fabric
fashion for wheel or Leith:* wear. Ws its
Berg's -freckled teddy bear" deep-alle g.
ric by Steffi 'schisms. Avidlabia ia bosom
esdy la pre-t obeli 4 to H.
Young Ideas In Coats
For The Toddlin's Set
Toddler to teen girls will be
delighted this year by the meet
irresistible assorUnent of math
ever to grace the winter scene.
Of ail the items in a girl's
wardrobe, her coat is probably
seen first and worn most, dur-
ing the winter. It doesn't make
any sense, then, to shop for
pretty school and dress clothes:
and then cover them with a .
Plein Jane no-fun coat.
Coats that are pretty a a I
practical, Loo, make the best
possible fashioe sense.
Some of the most practical,
snuggable, lovable, completely
wonderful looking coat ideas I
come from the handsome fam- 1ily of deep-pile fabrics.
Coat manufacturers bavej
learned, and mothers will too.'
that outerwear doesn't have to
be heavy to be warm. Coats
with outer fabrics or linings of
deep-pile are lightweight, warm!
as can be, and rugged enough
to last through several sisters.!
Perhaps best of all, from thei
youngster's viewpoint, they are
fun tg wear, combining grown- ,
up glamour and the soft, fluffy
appeal of a favorite stuffed
animal.
Coats are a major invest-
ment, and if budget must be
cimsidered, look for styles and
fabrics that are suitable for all
weather, dress-up and school
Sportsarama
Dance To Be
Held Friday
1.es Petites Cheres will pre-
sent their annual Sportsarama
Dance on Friday night. QM. 7.
at the Flamingo Room from 10!
p. m. until 2 a ni . and the
public is invited.
Final plans for the dhnce verc
made last Wednesday night at
the Malibu Himse with Mrs
Frances Johnson as hostess.
Mrs Merdis Pewitt is presi-
dent of the club, and Mrs. Wet-,
Keens reporter.
AIR POLICEMAN - Airman
Charlie PiJllp, on of Mre.
manila Phillips of alla Edo
Ave., Memphis, will remain at
Eackland API, Tea., as en Air
For c. air policeman. The air-
man, a jes gradqate of Caple-
ville High School. eimeegly piem•
pleteol basic trainieg at Last
land.
wear.
A good example of a sturdy
deep-pile fabric with a luxur-
ious appearance is t h e well-
known "florgana." "Borgana's"
soft lustrous look is not affect-
ed by rain or snow. according
to Borg Fabrics. One brisk
shake sheds all moisture. This
Is the kind of fabric that makes
I coat equally appropriate far
school and dress-up OcCaai01116,
giving you extra value from a
motor purchase.
Sorg is also responsible for
some of the other fluffiest most
ingagipative deep-pile fabrics,
such as long-haired and foxy
"Critter": a black sad white
Wined shorter pile known as
Is. News
HARL4N, Iowa - Authorities
prepared inisdemeenor and fel-
ony charges against unien
members accused of storming
the strifiebound West-em a Iowa
Pork Co. plant and causing
damage estimated at thousands
of dollars.
County Atty. Jerry Larson
said misdemeanor charges of
unlawful assembly would be
filed against 65 members of
Local 1225 of the United Pack-
inghouse Workers of Ainerieli
(UPWA ).
• • •
WASHINGTON -The House,
getting the adjournment scent,
passed 22 bills Monday ranging
from jellyfish control to label-
ipg regulation. It might have
been a record
.'Varmint" "The Alaskan",
another shaggy type in animal
and "northern light" colors;
and new short pile fabric that
looks like freckled teddy bear.
Other winter coat notes: easy
shapes with lots of room tor
wriggling; military details,
such as epaulets and brass but-
tons; double-breasted styles;
reversibies: luxury, fashion
linings inside classic siUsouet-
tes: all-weather fabrics and fab-
ric treatments.
Deep-pile fabrics that c o m-
bine comfort. long-wear, fun
and fashion lead Ilke W
great looking, warm coverings
f o r children everywhere OW,
go
Roundup
WASHINGTON - Defense
Secretary Robert S. McNamar*
flies to Saigon Saturday for a
week of military and political
Conferences on the future
money and manpower needs of
the Viet Nam war.
• •
WASHINGTON - Civ4 avi-
ation tallgs bottom ailiflig and
the United States - in the
diplomatic deepfreeze for five
years - are being resumed,
and there is • possibility of
Moscow-New York MOO by
late next swing.
Buy U.S. Bonds
I iumboltd News
BACK TO CH1RCH
Since September has bees set
aside as "Back to Choreal
Month," the churches have been
very active in starting pro-
grams of interest that those
who already belong may take
NEW YORK A more all-out inteiest. and those- 
repreeenting a legal arm of the 
who do not may create a new
civil netts movement has ac- interest. Anyway you take it,
cubed Senate Majority leader yoe owe God one day if for
Mike Itanidteld of being in- mown/ but ems dunks ler
fluenced by the "white back. the week that pialied
One writer has said "to me
attending church is like taking
bath. and stst as moonset,
for we cleanses the body, and
as °doer the rod, and I wed
World that MOM of us members wh have sacrificed
would net get so !sigh we world heavily to carry out the "Pay
not have time to assemble as You Go" idea.
where Ile has promised to meet Mrs. William Baskerville was
Us. guest speaker for the Woman's
Mrs. ./. 11. Mathia, wile of the day service at the Greater
minister of Morning Star Bap- White Stone church in Memphis,
list church. presented Robert of which Rev. Louis Harris is
Gentry in song accompanied by pastor. She carried with her
William Moore, both of Cleve- from her church her mother,
Mrs Emma Donald; her sister.
Pim. Martha Lacey. who sang
tattooing her address, Hrs. Ar-
della Cole, oho responded to
the welcome. and her sister in-
law. Mrs Anna Bryson.
ADP., ADDISON
Ticksits for the Convocation
Series go on sale to the while'
Monday in the lobby of the Uni-
versity administration building.
Other programs planned are:
IA Tretau de Pans Nov. 10;
Lesley Frost, Dec. 8; The Pitts-
burgh Symphony Orchestra,
Feb. 25 and New York Pro Mu-
aka, April 14. Season tickets
are 112.50.
Farmer Sees
artists chosen by Leonard Bern- N Ch
LPN QUEEN - Mrs. Earfene
"teed was crowned "Miss LPN"
to a emateet speoliered revend
by Licensed Practical
Una. Asseniantiva af filensphis,
nsfield's
Too Fast'
Crack Hit
and here she is seen wearing
her (TOMO. Each hospital eater-,
ed a contestant in the ;unwell
Affair spoimered by the Nurses'
Adele Addison Will
Jack Greenberg, tot' director-
counsel of the NAACP Legal
De/lease Fund, said be lamer
would have dreamed" Itamsenid
would publiely Male fisst
gratin was proceeding "too
fag."
Last Wednesday. Mansfield
said Coupes& was slashing
$5411) .000 from tot' civil debase
endorsement budget of the De-
partment of Health Edunitiois
aud Welfare because the NEW
was -1.110viag to fast" as deseg-
regataig schools and hospitals."
Greenberg said the Seiaatel1"Ki. "up. The Program was
was -abdicating its duty" by I for the foment of the mission-
cutting the HEW budget. lie &flea. Mr. Gentry is the son of
added that the move would force, Mr and Mrs. GerilrY on Elbe-
the Defense Fund to Inaugurate ridge. The day happened to be
the birtl.day of the pastor of the
"lawsuit after lawsuit - a te-
church and also the eighteenththous and expensive process."
Greenberg suggested that the "w"ver`‘rli of key and Sirs.
Congressional action was a re., Matins.
eult of a "white backlash Lane Chapel coliscrk ed its an-
apaest recent Negro rioting in nual -Woman's Day" by Pre-
organ,ieetion. senting Mrs. Helen Johnsonlarge cities.
— "The resentment to the riots Owens. teacher of the Lincoln
has stimulated a desire to re- Elementary School in Jackson,
Tenn. and wife of the Lane Col-
lege doer director, who spoke
ea, "Women Facing COO1111U-
4 aity and World Tensions" Mrs.
A. B. Roe served as mistress
of ceremonies with the follow-
ing ladies taktag part on the
program: Mesdames Lillian
Fair, Mary Bonds, Tennie
Nelda Williams and Cot-
trell Thomas who was geeeral
cbarizniin of the day.
LAGOS, NIGERIA (UPI)- Talent on parade was '10--epanted by Mrs. Vance.
her magnificent *vies, accosts -
Nigeria's military strongman theme for /he evening whea l
slapped a "shoot-on-sight" cur- soles were rendered by Mee- 
.Mr Rhodes did a most eth-
os . They at-
northern region. beset Mice ictintiesgtio
' 
Vivian 
damesicleas WGilraeelia111:11C:reralYilieriGaiar- 
teleili b
FR RicileY•!arrival Saturday night, and a
few on the country's spratwiribingal ended a Fellowship dinner upon
Friday  by rampant
rett and Miss Erline Jacocks ;
reception in the beautifully doe-
slaughter. 
Lt. Col. Yakubu Gowon order-Headings were given by sies:
orateti lower floor of the church
dames Ruby Mullins. Lithium f
()11°".ing the afternoon pro-
Fair and Clydell Carroll. The gram.
evening program was presented Humboldt he's lost another of
ht, the general chairman. Rev. its venerable elder citizens.
Whine," he said. -The mower
Is not to do less to integrate
society, but to do more."
Open MSU Convocation Nigeria Clamps
meet bitbie acclaimed
Mt* Acidisou, oat of the Down On Tribal
Amen-
Can euigers, will appear it,
Memphis Oct. 14 to open the
new Memphis State University
Convocation series.
Since her Town Hall debut in
I$62, Miss Addison has con-
tinued to refine her art until
she is now firmly established in
OM foremost rank of American
sopranos. She has been annual-
ly engaged by the New York
Philharmonic and the symphony
orchestras of Boston, Chicago
and Cleveland.
For the past several seasons,
Miss Addison has received
praise for performances rang-
ing from the sound track of the
motion picture "Porgy and
Kees" to "Meiisande" with the
Washington. D. C., Opera Corn
pony. She has performed in.
Bach concerts at Tangiewood
and was in the American pre-
miere of Poulene's "Gloria"
with the liostoa syniPh011y,
something of a specialist in
rare and difficult music, as well
as in the regular repertory, this
soprano was one of the Ameri-
can 'Nets for whom the Ford
/foundation first commissioned
eompositions.
Miss Addison was one of the!
stein to open the Philharmonie
Hall in Lincoln Center in Sep-
ange In
temiser, 1962. She performed in Life Of Negro
the opening concerts of the Seat-
tie World's Fair. The same sum- Allentown, Pa., (UPI) - The
way of life of most Negroes haa,
remained unchanged in spite of
the civil rights revolution, am
eording to James Farmer, for-
mer national director of the
Congress Of Racial Equality.
Farmer, how head of the Cent
ter for Community Action Ed-
ucation, Inc., Washington, told
a weekly assembly at Muh-
lenberg College here that the
Moscow concert to a nationwide present plight of the U.S. Ne-
gro is a "cruel joke."
o
audience
Many doors long-closed to the
She is hoarded to Norman,Negroes have been opened re-
Berger, an instructor at New cently, Farmer said, but "most
York University. They live in Negroes can't afford the price
Manhattan. of admission."
pier she flew to Israel for per-
formances with the Israel Phil-
harmonic in the Festival of Is-
rael.
Two years ago Miss Addison
toured the Soviet Union under
the Cultural Exchange Pro-
gram. stopping to give concerts
in France. Her Russian concerts
were widely hailed and the So,
viet Television brought her final
Prep Schedule
liept. 
9-Manassos vs. 
Calvet (M). 
Wastiinqton vs Father 
Bettrond(11/16
Sept. 
9.4Aonassea vs. 
Collter PA).
Sillaf. 
6-Dsuoisss vs. 
fierier (C). .
Sept. 10
-Melrose vs. 
Christise Ihreth
ers (C).
Hamilton V s If 
iimsbu•V fel•
Sept. 16 
-Lester v s• 
Mitchell (W). 
Douglass vs. 
Havoiltea (14
Sept. 15
-Melrose vs. 
Cosver (M).
Sept. lit
-Father Bertrand 
vs. 
Catholic M, 2430 
ihtr.)•
Sept. 22
-Douglass vs. 
fetches, (M). 
Carve/ vs 
litipeeicit (C).
Spirt. 23
-Lester vs. 
Washington (W). 
iherniltets ve, 
Freiter Betttosa 
(IA).
30-Monassos vs. 
Melrese PA), 
Corver vs. 
Hamilton (W).
Sept. 29
-Lester vs. 
Bertrand Oftl•
Oct. 7
-Lester vs. 
Douro (14), 
Woshineten vos. 
Carver (W).. ...‘
Oct. 
13-Paanosses vs. 
ouglas (Idl• 
Washington v s• 
Hamilton f•tf.
Oct. 
i4-Lastier vs. 
Melrose (M). 
Pother litestrand 
vs. 
Carver (bill.
Oct. 
20--Aanassos vs, 
Hamilton (M). 
Melees, vs. 
Washington (W).
040. 2I
-Lester vs. 
Carver (W). 
Douglass vs. 
Bertrand (In)-
Hov, 
3-Monossos no. 
L.eSter (M). 
Douglass vs. 
Woshomme (SO. 
Melrose Its. 
Chatta*ooga tiowayil 
OA).
Oft. 27
-Lester Vs. 
Hamilton (14. 
Dougiall* vat 
Cfloier (W).
OFt. 
211-Monossas vs, 
Washington (W). 
Melrose vs. few 
Bertrand (M).
Meese Col( joe 
Purdy.* 525-07135 
or Write 
SOP* at A 
SOO Ilsoalos 
St. c/0 
Pepsi Colo 
Compony Your 
Church or
pilLi
g,..eoillsr 
SemandBishire Byrne 
(C, 210 
p.re,:t,
Directs Crop" 
Sirlaium; tok - 
denotes SAelrooll 
Stadium: W 
-Denotes 
Washington Stadium
Carver ot 
Clarksville. Phials.) 
Burt. .
Kee. 
5-Hoinilton vs. Ea
St. Louis 
(M).
Pre•OperinegnOt Womisn's 
°try -- Stew 
Bitrisfil Botiti se OW 
i01, 2215 
Stovall, Suede, 
October 9, 196'6 at 
3:00 P.M.
Mrs. 0 ‘,.. 
Crilimp of ft 
Stevan Church on
 Third 
Goose Spitoliiir 
• 
Corti* McNeil, 
M. C.,
C°Ine 
alive! • - 4Isob )innovation+ ts WeeklyMrs. COrri• Grairom, wisps, Rev• G• G• filr**•• Pester
Rioting, Killing
completed his desired task, he
is presestme each ebureti
what they gave Imiat piss la pm
cent for the Missionary dei,art-
ment of the church.
Friends and well-wisher of
St James are anxiously await-
ing the fourth Sunday in thic
month when they wiU march
into their new churcb. bode,-
their dynamic leader Rev. J. T
Freeman, they have been able
to almost complete the pay-
ment for the church with the
exception of a very smog
amount winch they hope to wipe
set within the year. Too much
credit cannot be gives those
ed his troops to shoot curfew
breakers and looters on sight
in an attempt to quell spreading
tribal warfare a n d rioting
which threatens to shatter his
plan to undy Africa's largest
nation.
Informed sources said more
than 1,000 persons have been
killed in the bloody battling
between northern region Hausa
tribesmen and the lbo tribes-
men of the eastern region.
Gowoe's show of force
eclipsed his plan, revealed Mon-
day to pacify his riot-scarred
hatiOil by dispatching politaral
"eysagolbda" to preach peace
and unity.
Louis T. Purhani is minister.
ST. JAMES MOMKCOMING
In the midst of strenuous
preparation for the annual
homecoming and the going into
their new edifice, dig St. James
church listened attentively to a
sermon by Rev. W. S. Vance
who pastored the church from
1919 to 1927 when he left to go
to Brownsville to First Baptist.
This day climaxed the
month's activity for him, and
at each church he asked for an
after offering, fed since be du
They reported a very enjoy-
able and successful day.
Gibson county was well repre-
sented throughout Me state, for
in the east where mountains
point up toward the sky, friends
and members of the Second
Baptist church of Chattanooga
anxiously awaited the arrival of
their guests from this straw-
berry center, in the person of
Hrs. W. 5. Vance who served
them for both morning and
afternoon programs.
With her was Mr. and Mrs.
Franklin Rhodes, nee Wiry
Rose Rodgers, who delighted
her audience at both morning
and afternoon programs with
Hrs. Mary M. Pharr Rowan
the mother of Robert Rowan of
Philadelphia and floward
Rowan of New York City,
grandmother of Jimmy Rowan
of St. Louis and foster mother
of Willie Howard Bynum
There are six grandchildren
and one great grandchild with
many other relatives and
friends to mourn her passing.
Will Crown, also an elder
citizen of this community, is in
St. Mary's hospital, reported
doing better at this writing.
RCA
Memphis, Tennessee
INITIAL STAFFING CONTINUES IN MANY FIELDS WITHIN OUR NEW TELEVI.
SION MANUFACTURING FACILITY. THE CITY'S FASTEST GROWING INDUS-
TRY OFFERS EXCELLENT BENEFITS, SALARY POTENTIAL AND WORKING
CONDITIONS. YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO EXPLORE THESE \ONCE
-IN-A
LIFETIMLOPPORTUNITIES.
QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS
Should hove 2 y•ors electronics training in trail* school or military. Experionco In TV serv-
ice, mass electronic assembly operations, Or related experience in electronic apmlity control
procedures would be highly desirable.
TROUBLISHOOTERS
Completion of electronics school and experience in troubleshooting of television sets. This
requires knowledge of all types of test equipment including oscilloscopes, volt Motor., etc.
TEST MAINTINANCI
Prefer training in electronics plus experienc• in the maintenance of teat equipment such is
oscilloscopes, volt mews, signal generators, etc,
PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY CONTROL
Prefcr at least 5 years experience in scheduling, material and inventory colorist and produe-
t ion co-ordination in elogieenips or rallied field. College dowse preferred lino. necessary,
PRODUCTION SUPERVISORS
Prefer prior supervisory oxpeeience and record of accomplishment in mass production assemb-
ly operation. College degree or imsdivgjept experience desirable.
GENERAL - ACCOUNTANT
Ascooniing 1111.1410 and 24 years accounting experience rect‘uiresh Prefer 11•11W0119) fittOWntimil
expeTiencp•
AUDITOR
Acseunting degree and 2.4 year; publig owl itine experience required.
For additional information sell (Artie Code 901) 3 63-8000, Extension 2045, end esti fee S. H.
Colvetiv. If this is not cenvonient send your resume, including salary requirements set
23.CHA. VCiac 1-0Vt EH: MT. instrumento Division
5000 Reines Road
Memphis, Tennessee
An Ewa, Opportunity E me toyer
The most trusted Name
in LItctranice
•
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DEFENDEP SATURDAY, 
OCTOBER 8, 1966
Civil Service Seeks
Recreation Specialists
Applications are now being1
accepted by the U. S. Civill
Service Commission for posi-
tions as recreation specialists to
be filled in various Defense Ac-
tivities in the states of Tennes-
see, Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Mississippi, North Carolina„'
South Carolina and Fort Camp-
bell, Ky.
The positions include Arts and
Crafts, GS-5 through 9; Drama-
tics and Theater, GS-5-9; Music,
GS 5-9: Service Club Commu-
nity Center GS 5-11: Sports,
- GS 5-11; General Gs 5-12. •
Positions rated GS 7, 9 and ,
11 are open for Quality Control
Assistant. Quality Control Rep-
resentative and Quality Control!
;7Skeviolist.
For further information about,
'the Examination Announce-
ments and for application forms
- or information as to where such
forms may be obtained, apply.
at any post office except the
one in Atlanta.
Information and application
forms are also available at the
Federal Job Information Cen-
ter, 275 Peachtree Street, N. E.,
Atlanta, Georgia MOIL
Application forma are to be
mailed to the Executive Officer,
Interagency Board of U. S. Civil
Service Examiners, Peachtree
Center Building, 23 Peachtree
Street, N. W., Atlanta, Georgia
30303.
For Recreation Specialist
Grades GS-5 through 9, and for
Quality Control positions, appli-
cations will be accepted until
further notice.
For Recreation Specialist,
Grades GS-11 and 12, applica-
tions will be accepted not later
than Oct. 17, 1956, unless post-
marked on or before that date
Coast Guard Academy
To Test Applicants
The 91st annual competition; Applicants must be excellent,
- for admission to the Coast' physical condition, between 64
• Guard Academy located at New and 78 inches in height, with
:London, Connecticut, will corn- proportionate weight, and have
mence with the December 3rd, at least 20-30 vision in each eye,
administration of the College correctible to 30-20.
Entrance Examination Board Qualified y.o u n g men are
Tests.
urged to enter this competition
Appointments are made sole- for appointment as Cadets in the
nation's oldest seagoing service.ly on a competitive basis, with
no Congressional appointments
or geographical quotas. Appli-
cations to participate in the
December CEEB tests must be
made to the Educational Test-
ing Service prior to 1 November
1966.
Those appointed will receive a
four year course of training
and education leading to a
Rachelor of Science degree and
a commission as a career offi-
cer in the Coast Guard.
• An applicant must be unmar- Additional information and
red; a high school senior or
application forms can be ob-
tained from high school guid-
ance counselors or by writing to
the Director of Admissions,
have earned 15 units by June U.S. Coast Guard Academy,
30, 1967, including the following New Londpn, Connecticut,
-units: three in English, two in
Algebra, and one in Plane 06320, or in Memphis at Room
Geometry. 856 of the.Federal Building.
graduate who has reached his
17th but not his 22nd birthday
by July 1, 1967. Applicants who
be high school graduates who
STENS FABULOUS
MINK SPECIALS
Compare Stein's Price , Quality Styles
Budget Terms Available Take Months To Pay
Co.,,er• erit Lay-Away Plan
CaJitfai Furl
Erclusively At Stein's in Memphis
NATURAL MINI< STOLES 
NATURAL MINK FULLY LET OUT
Double Fur Collar Stoles 
NATURAL MINK
BUBBLE CAPES 
NATURAL MINK
JACKETS  $695
NATURAL MINK
32 INCH COATS 
OUR
49'
YFAR
At?ru,i LOW'S
Ti So- Crofts Si
0-q.. of
10.ge•ted Fvm
$295
$395
$395
$995
Mid-South's Finest And Largest
Exciusive Furriers
"COME ON, DRAGONS!"
will be the cry on Saturday
night, Oct. 8. from these
members of the Lane col-
lege cheering squad when
Savannah State college of
Savannah, Ga., invades
Rothrock stadium in Jack-
son, Tenn., for a game with
the Lane College Dragons.
Pictured here from back to
front are Bobbie Tyson, pep
squad captain; Frankie
Hess, Sandra Turly, Helen
Allen, Patricia Tharpe, Em-
ma Bond, Cynthia Smith,
Mozella Cantrell, Marilyn
Cowser, Clara Pride, Wil-
liam Gant and Allie Mack-
lin.
BTW Spokesman Scores WDIA School Editorial
A protest against a Radio Sta-
tion WDIA "editorial" was lodg-
led last week by spokesmen for
Booker T. Washington High
School.
I, Assistant Principal of Wash-
ington High, Mose Walker. -com-
municated with Station Manag-
er Bert Ferguson, following one
of Mr. Ferguson's broadcast ed- stadia at public school games
:itorials dealing with student be- by persons not directly connect-
havior at Washington Stadium ed with the school faculties. He
during football games. The ed-I observed that the Washington
itorial followed newspaper and student body has been consis-
other reports reaching the sta- tently and comparatively well-
tion regarding the injuring of a mannered at all the school's ath-
Washington girl student during letic and other programs . . .
a football game. thanks to a persistent campaign
She was carried from the sta- of guidance and counselling by
dium in an ambulance. She had the principal, J. D. Springer,
been struck by a rock thrown and other faculty members. He
over the stadium fence during voiced the opinion that too often
the game. It was indicated !Liter and too long the public has been
that the student was not serious- led to accept exaggerated and
ly hurt. erroneous reports about the con-
In the editorial Mr. Ferguson duct of Washington students at
urged an attitude of better con- events sponsored by the school.
duct among spectators at sports He called for fairness in re-
events, and mentioned the Wash- ports and consideration of the
ington Stadium incident. I injury to the school's repute-
The Washington spokesman;tion and attendance by what
took the position that the editb- could be termed "biased" atti-
rial should not have been pub- tudes on the part of those re-
licized, with its implications of porting, without knowing all the
fault on the part of school offi-, facts.
cials and bad student attitudes,I Mr. Ferguson expressed 0-
until all the facts were known. I predation for the Washington
He pointed out that the rock was
thrown by a gang of outsiders,
standing outside the Washington
Stadium at the time on tte Wel-
lington street side. He also noted
that only four policemen were
spokesman's position, and offer-, verse criticism and public dis
ed him the chance to use ,.he favor.
station's facilities to state it pub
licly. He also pointed out that In a letter to the Tri-State
the intent of the editorial was Defender, Washington spokes-
to urge good behavior on the men made a similar complaint
presented in the stadium at the part of all spectators at local abotinhe manner in which the
time. sports events for the best inter- paper "played up" the same in-
Policemen are assigned to ests of all the students. It was cident mentioned in the editori-
not the intent to single out al, without adequate inquiry re-
Washington High School for ad- garding the facts of the case.'
*inter Kirk Clayton
Enrolls At Grambling
By COLLIE J. NICHOISON Richard Stebbins. a me
mber of
GRAMBLING. La. _ 
the 1964 U. S. 400-meter relay
ciali — Kenneth Gibson, the 
team, did an excellent job of
new track coach at Grambling 
selling the youngster on Gram-
College, impulsively grabbed 
bling.
every hand in shaking distance, "Clayton made a short visit
after sensational sprinter Kirk 
67' 
to the campus in August, and
Clayton enrolled for the 1966 I Stebbins took over." athletic di-
session.
Clayton is co-holder of the
high school world's record for ;
clocked officially in 9.4 and un amrockthe -100.yard dash. He has been, sh
officially in 9.3.
rector Eddie Robinson said.
Labeled a great prospect wi'h
fantastic potential, Clayton
made his last-minute decision to
attend Grambling after turning,
down scholarship offers from l
prestigious track powers like
Arizona State, Illinois, Southernl
California, San Jose State. Vil-I
lanova, Southern Illinois Univer-
sity and Michigan State. . .•
Explaining in his usua
straightforward manner, hel
said, "I selected Grambling be-
cause the college has a great
academic and a'.hletic tradition
and it is not far from home.
"H is going; to be a privilegy
to run for the Tigers.
Clayton is a native of Baton
Rouge and a ;..raduate of Scot-
landville High school.
Coach Gibson is exultant over
having the 19-year-old sprinteg
in camp. "He is going to help
us tremendously," he said.
Clayton was considered such
a "hot prospect" in major track
circles that small-college rivals
Grambling and Southern Uni-
versity were given only outside
chances in the highly competi-
tive recruiting theatrics.
Olympic gold medal winner
16 NAACP Units
Back Cop Review
NEV YORK. — The sixteen monist
branches of the NAACP in New
York will conduct a full-scale
campaign in support of the
civilian-controlled police review
board. Mrs. Lucille Rose is co-
ordinator of the Association's
New York City units.
In announcing the campaign
Mrs. Rose denounced as "an
old trick," the attempt by John
C. Cassese, president of the
Patrolmen's Benevolent Associ-
ation, to introduce the Corn-
issue into the fight for
approval of the Civilian Police
Review Board.
The NAACP ."which whole-
heartedly suPpOrn the Board."
she pointed out, "is a non
Communist orr.nization. Our
opposition to the PBA—sponsor-
ed charter referendum is based
upon many years of dealing
with cases of police brutality
and other problems growing out
of discriminatory police-civilian
relationships.
WIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
TO THE BUYING PUBLIC
• 
FREE HEAD FORM
WITH EACH WIG
Socialites
Pia Ball
Members of the Shamrock
Socialites club met recently at
the home of Mrs. Teresa Wat-
son on Shankman circle and
made plans for a charity party
to be held in the future at the
home of Mrs. Elizabeth Reams,
the vice president.
Birthday gifts were given to
members who had birthdays
during the months of August
and September. Pictures were
taken by the hostess.
Enjoying the delicious menu
served by the hostess were Mrs.
Dorothy Pickens, Mrs. Priscilla
Burke, Mrs. Magnolia O'Neal,
and Mrs. Jensen Harraway who
has been ill and was welcomed
back byj the group.
Mrs. Geneva Wells, president
of the club, is in Los Angeles
and members expect her back
for the next meeting.
Mrs. Priscilla Burke is secre-
tary of the club.
IN PERSON
LOU RAWLS
and ORCHESTRA
SUNDAY
—OCT. 9-
9 P.M.$TIL•••
RECORDING STAR OF: "TOBACCO ROAD", "WHAT'LL
I DO", "HOUSE NEXT DOOR", "LOVE IS BLIND."FMAKE RESERVATIONS NOW
RESERVED TABLES
ONLY
4.50 
CLUB PARADISE
645 E. GEORGIA PHO. 525-6073
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111,
downtown • union ave•
soul hland mall
fashion specialists in shot
18 to 60 and 161/2
 to 321/
Arnel Jersey
costume
16.00
sizes 161/2 to 281/2
all
-occasion Arnel jersey dress
and jacket knows no season
. . . the lovely print dress is
equally flattering with ite
without its brief jacket . . .
skirt is gored for perfect com-
fort . . . and the entire cos-
tume h washable . . choose
teal blue or black.
MAIL ORDERS: Ad4 54e poet-
age plus 4% tax for Tenn, de-
livery.
Send for
Catherine's
Free Booklet
of Fall Fashions
JDOWATOWN • 64 S. MAIN • 5274436
UNION AWE. 6 1142 UNION • 274.2065
WHITEHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 311-0044I
ClilLEAL-12A.
STOUT SHOPPE
•
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Memphis, Tenn. Issue of OcE 8, 1966
Varieties In Fashions
rol••••••,r, se/r., w•csa
o cid
Mrs. Ruche I.aGrone wears red velour
high crown sombrero-spanish like by
Unis of Memphis. A grey sheath
dress and coat three quarter length.
Sponsored by Donald's Furniture Co.
Mrs. LaGrone showing this beautiful
Italian Provincial Buffet, very unusu-
al. And Donald's has many more
pieces like this, all at sale prices.
See Donald's ad.
 Nwitsal*Sawawsa-4.4A
Mrs. Lorice Vanpelt wears a velour sport hat. Boyish
cap, rolled back, with pointed front view. A winner
from California.
Mrs. Lorice Vanpelt
Martha Jean Narrates -
Beautiful Fall Fall Fashions.. .
Mr. Arthur' Yates wears a corduroy spate coot br
H.I.S. and grey silk-like pacts, brows slanes.8g
hat. Mr. Yates is mantled, employed as aclerk
at Rivalto's Liquor Store. Finished J'Iredeor
T. Washington and Hayes Art Academy.
Mr. Arthur Satterfield and Mrs. Denise Ihnikkui
pose for a picture presenting her with • chock
benefiting the Day Care .Center. Denim/vests •
scotish plaid, blue and green blend, iv beeps
style, A manish boy type cap, rolled with • clip
in front. Mr. Satterfie ld is one of the leading/miler
men at Joe Schaeffer Motors.
This is the make of member of the Las Dace
Arnigas who spnosored the Fashion Show I3ene-
fiting the Pentecostal Child Care Center, from
right to left-Mrs. Julia Atkins, Mrs. Joan
Golden, Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg; Narrator,
Mrs. Denise R. Hawkins; Chairman, Mrs.
Geraldine Miller, Mrs. Betty Owens and bliss
Mr. Arthur Yates
Dirs. Jew Rice, a beautiful model is on her good-
will tour foe Madison Cadillac Inc., she is seen
getting in this beautiful Coupe DeVille, after
making a donation given by Madison Cadillac Inc.
for Mount Olive Cathedral C.MJL, 538 Linden,
the Rev. Theodore C. Lightfoot Jr., Pastor.
Mrs. Nat D. Williams, director of the Day Care
Cettef at Mount Olive was also given some sup-
port from ii/adison Cadillac. Mrs. Rice will be
touting the city each week, on her goodwill tour
Lot 734, and their advertisers.
Ann Fletcher — see story on Society Page.
Beautiful Burdeen Golden, a teacher in the
city school system, with this oriental hair
style-wearing a pretty bleached white fox
shrug. A self designed china silk imported,
cocktail after five.
Miss Birdecn Golden p
Mrs. jean Rice
Mr. Arthur Satterfield It Mrs. Denise R. II.nrkins 4
Donald
FURNITURE
COMPANY
8ate,
MONDAY and THURSDAY
NIGHTS 'TIL 9P.M.
SATURDAY 8 P.M.
405
N. Cleveland
, AM, Seel% of $eort
Crosstown)
BUY NOW
AND SAVE
NO MONEY DOWN
EASY TERMS
ELEGANCE DI VICTORIAN
SCHOOL TEACHER PLAN • ALWAYS AVAILABLE
AT DONALD'S
ALL
AT
SALE
PRICES
FRENCH PROVINCIAL • Authentic Imported Hand Carve.
POKER
swesnible
DoP•aq
Gem
414
1•••••#144411
le am!
ORIGINAL "Bourbon Barrer FURNITURE
WIA•
1.41, PlosIsindo hirks
che4s of *Ara
SALE PRICED
lewd IOM IND Ali
solid Iwo tobb•r imarows.
ALL
AT
SALE
PRICES
French Provincial Setting,
Hand Carved, Cane Back ...
With Marble Top Lamp &
Coffee Tables.
Mrs. Rice is a member of the Magnificent
Ones Social Club
BEAUTIFUL ITALIAN FRENCH PROVINCIAL
With 4 Cone Back Matching Chairs
Italian Bedroom Suites in a Beautiful
Cherrywood, Trimmed in Beautiful
Acacia Burl with a soft, mellowed
Fruitwood Finish.
AT UP TO. 25% OFF
Wt174. feat( Rice 7adtecota 7414 ?Tote Seca:ma
•Up To 50% OFF on some of our beautiful furniture.
ozsafm.iaucliiigeira
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
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coach ... professional scouts
are constant visitors to your
campus just waiting forsthe an-
nual draft so they can put hard
cash on the line for your two
star running backs and wishful-
ly hope that they could include
your sensational junior jack-of-
all trades quarterback who De-
troit talent hunter Les Binga-
man said could play in the Na-
tional Fe:-.*.ball League two
years ago in the package deal.
The man in this enviable posi-
tion is John Merritt, the robust
SPORTS • Is Robin Roberts
HORIZON 
Robins Roberts is at libertyZON 
Out of Baseball?
and will travel if necessary.
aliaMEMISM By BILL LITTLE===== The 40-year-old major league
superstar of the 1959s was given
his unconditional release by the
Chic ago Cubs Monday. Roberts
came to the Cubs as a tree
agent last summer after the•
NASHVILLE — You are the scouts from various schools who 
— —  Huston Astral; let him go.
play Tennessee and Texas
Southern on later dates. Repre-
sentatives from MVSC, Gramb-
ling, Florida A and M and Al-
corn watched.
Doug Porter, who coached at
Miss. Valley last season, was
diagramming the action for
Grambling. Marino Casem,
head coach ai:d athletic direc-
tor at Alcorn, was on hand to
aid his chief scout Theo Danzy.
Danzy coached basketball one
year at Woodstock. Casem and
Porter are former Memphians
coach of the talent rich Tennes- and graduates of St. Augustine.
see A and I State University Alcorn nailed Paul Quinn,Tigers. dropped a 14-13 thriller to
The Big Blues, 'with their Grambling and came from a 6-
main cast of Bill Tucker'and 25 deficit to salvage a 25-25 tie
Gene Bowen supplying the run- with Jackson State thus far this
ning power and field general season. The Braves were off
Eldridge Dickey his usual last week.
smooth self lofting soft passes PREP LEAGUE RESULTS
into the clutches of glue fin- The Father Bertrand Thun-
gered receivers, completely out derbolts moved into the thick of
classed and humiliated Texas the Prep League title picture by
Southern, 52 to 0, last Satur-1 walloping the Lester Lions 29 to
day night here in Hale Stadium 0, last Thursday night at Mel-
before an estimated crowd of rose Stadium. Bertrand, with
8,000. It was the first game be- only six seniors listed on its ros-
fore the home fans after the ter and winners of only two
Tigers had mauled North Caro- games last season, didn't figure
lina A and T the previous week to be much of a threat. How-
at Greensboro. ever, an upset of Catholic has
It pushed A and l's record to given the Thunderbolts new life
2 to 0 for the Big Blues' in- as they hung up their second
vasion of Grambling this week. league win in three tries after
Texas Southern came into the an opening game tie with Wash-
game with conquests of South- Wigton.
ern (La.) and Wiley notched in Bertrand got off to a slow
its belt. The Texans from Hous- start against Lester as the
ton left licking their wounds in- Lions missed some golden op-
flicted mostly by Dickey, the portunities for the second week
hometown star who got away. in a row. The previous week
FOUR TD PASSES Lester had held Washington to
Dickey, a marvel as a fresh_ a scoreless half but failed to
man, promises to be even bet- capitalize on some early breaks.
ter as a three-year veteran. He Bertrand survived three fum-
passed for three touchdowns bles and a scoreless first guar-
and sat out a good portion of ter to finish strong against the
the game as Bob Shannon, one Lions.
of two under-studies, threw for Benny Graham scored from
one six-pointer and scored on the three to give Bertrand a
quarterback sneaks of one and 6 to 0 halftime lead. The touch-
two yards. Little Nolan Smith, down was set up after a Lester
being trued as a flanker the only pass was stolen at the Bertrand
contestable position in the 23 by Clarence Jones who plays
Tigers' star-studded backfield, both ways. Jones scored on a
leaped high to pull down an 11- 15-yard run and collaborated
yard pass in the end zone for with his favorite target, Charles
the first score. Tucker slipped Bolden, on a 60-yard TI) Pass to
over from the one a few mo-
ments 
put the game out of reach in
later after Memphian
Howard Finley returned a short
punt to the 31 of the visitors.
Dickey struck fast and furious
in the second quarter to alloy
State to hike its lead to 33 to 0
after the first 30 minutes of
play. Dickey sneaked from the
one into paydirt and fired TD
passes of 11 and 45 yards to end
Willie Johnson. Johnson got a
good block from Joe Cooper to
go the distance on the long
gainer. Shannon took charge in
the second half with the final
touchdown coming on a scramb-
ling pass to Joe Bynum of 26
yards. Bynum caught the ball
in the end zone after Shannon
had dodged would-be tacklers Trigg, Man.
from one side of the field to die from 19-yards away and Brooks, B.T.W.
the other. Roy McNeese kicked
four extra points.
LIGHTS OUT
The Texas Southern squad
was probably least concerned
over the stadium lights going off
momentarily near the end of the
third quarter. Darkness had be-
gun to hang over the Southwest-
ern Athletic Conference teams
chances once Dickey and com-
pany got into high gear.
End Leroy Mitchell, who had
passes to bounce out of his
hands many times, took the
easy way out of the combat by
being ejected for slugging early
in the final quarter. The lanky
senior got in a bonus lick as
he slugged another Tennessee
player enroute to the bench.
Claude Humphrey played a
vicious tackle for the proud Big
Blue defensive Unit which has
held two foes scoreless. The
Tigers turned back two serious
penetrations, one which had
given Texas Southern the ball
on the nine. Humphrey is very
agile for his 6-5, 255 pound
frame. He is a former Lester
star in his third year at A and
I. Eddie Bolden, who prepped
at Douglass and Leroy Motten,
a former Melrose standout, saw
action at offensive center and
halfback respectively.
In addition to the pro scouts
on hand, the pressbox included
HYMAN BUILDER'S
SUPPLY
1129 Florida
Be Sure It See Our Display
At The Midsouth Fair
Location-Youth Bldg.,
Next to the Coca-Cola
Water Show.
Outdoor Display-Next
to the Lumberman's
Tall Tree.
Outdoor Bldg -Carports
Ph. 9411-4555
then came back after the half to
score again on a 20-yard gallop.
The Red Devils defense was
tough in this non-league battle
of hard hitting linesmen.
KEY CONTESTS RESET
Rain caused postponement of
a pair of important clashes la: t
Friday night. Manassas andl
Melrose had its game called off'
for the second straight year.
Last year it was hurricane
Carla; this time Inez has caused
great concern. Many observers
feel last year's delay had much
to do with Manassas going on
to win the championship in the
November clash with Melrose.
One was of the opinion that
Melrose will be helped by this
delay because it will allow the
injuries of some key Golden
Wildcats to heal. A date in No-
vember hadn't been announced
at press time but will have
to be after the 14th because
Manassas has a meeting sched-
uled with Clarksville Burt on
the latter date.
Carver and Hamilton were
also sidelined by the weather
and their game will also be
played sometime in November.
Carver, (1-1), has a pivotal
clash Friday with Washington,
(2-0-1). Both will be fighting to
stay in title contention. Hamil-
ton has a tough assignment in
its attempt to down Melrose for
the Wildcats' first win in three
tries. The game will be played
Thursday at Washington as
Manassas plays Bertrand the
same night at Melrose in a
game that could prove costly to
the loser. Surprising, Bertrand
is 2-0-1 while Manassas, in its
only league battle, was edged by
Carver. Douglass and Lester
rounds out the action for the
week when they go at it Friday
night at Melrose.
LEAGUE STATISTICS
PREP LEAGUE
STATISTICS
TEAM W L T Pts.
Bertrand 2115
Melrose 2 4
Washington 1 i 3
Carver I it 2
Douglass 2
Manassas o 1 o
the second half. Rudy Holmes', _llatilthil 0 3 0 0
0 2 0 0
got another on a 12-yard streak 'awl.
with a safety making out the All Games
Bertrand 3 0 1 7final aggregate.
DOUGLASS CLIPS TIGERS Douglass 3 1 0 6
Douglass overcame an early Washington 2 0 1 5
Mitchell lead fashioned on a 16- Carver 2 1 0 4
yard first quarter field goal by Manassas 2 1 0 4
Michael Jennings and valiantly Melrose 2 1 0 4
held on in the final moments Hamilton 1 2 0 2
after the Tigers' John Whittaker Lester 0 5 0 0
ran a punt back for 70 yards. Top Scorers
ID's Pat T'tlThe Red Devils held on for a Player T.
Graham, Bert.13 to 1 victory, their third in
four games.
The Douglass attack got mov-
ing in the second quarter with
fullback Jesse Smith doing most
of the damage with his bull-like
rushes. Smith gave Douglass a
6-3 lead on a burst up the mid-
Wagner, Bert.
Jones, Bert.
Holmes, Bert.
Taylor, B.T.W.
Harris, B.T.W.
Tate, Melrose
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
1 1
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
1Z
7
Manager Leo Durocher's de-
cision to release Roberts left
the pitching veteran 14 victories
short of the 300-circle and ended
his trial as a pitching coach
with the Cubs. He was used
only infrequently on the mound.
Durocher said before leaving
for Los Angeles he has "anothj-
er man in mind for the job"
of whipping the Cubs' neophyte
moundsmen into shape.
Whether Roberts is out of
baseball or just between en-
gagementsis hard to tell. But
an obit on his career would
probably be premature.
Roberts was once before
written off as a has-been — by
the New York Yankees in 1962,
who gave him his unconditional
release without letting him
pitch an inning.
Robeiis caught on as a freel
agent with the Baltimore Ori-
oles and gave them three
winning seasons from 1962
through 1964.
Roberts' big years were with
the Philadelphia Phillies, the
clubt hat brought him up to the
big time in 1948. He won seven
games out of 16 decisions that
year.
Two years later, Roberts be-
came a 20-game winner for the
first time with a 20-11 record.
He won 20 or more games for
the Phils for the next five years
in a row.
He pitched for the Phillies In
the 1950 World Series and his
only decision was a losing one
He appeared in five All-Star
games.
Roberts led the National
.eague in complete games from
1953 through 1956 and tied for
the lead in shutouts in 1950.
'
NOTICE!
Alt Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Moil lo Your News
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Offko $on 311
W. will be happy iss
publish it for you
"Pm*" Of Any
charges.
2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD
STOCK NUMBER SELECTION OF
BARGAINS WHILE THEY UST!
• LTD'S
• MUSTANGS
• FALCONS
•CUSTOMS
• GALAXIES
We Trade For Anything of Value
Such As Hogs, Cows, Dogs,
Roots, Motors, Trailers, Gulls, Its.
HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER AVE.
Open Nites 458-1151
Cc•••••
MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD SIORt-
EAST 5014 POPLAR At Mencienma'
MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON
SHASTA
COLAS
NO LIMIT WHILE THEY LAST
28 Oz.1
Can 0' NODEPOSIT
ROSEDALE
LIMA BEANS
16 Oz.
FOR 29 
STAR KIST
TUNA
61/2 Oz. 
29 Light MeatChunk Style
PANTRY MAID
LUNCH BAGS
.50 CTN. BOX
23
FRED MONTESI
OLEO2 FOR 37016,,z.
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS
WILSON BIF
LUNCHEON
MEAT
12 Oz
39'
PILLSBURY au
PAN CAKE juc 2B14MIX
FRED MONTESI 9'
Reg. 754 Lb. W/Coupon
OR
KING COTTON 11114
Reg. 79c Lb.
.BACON
WITH COUPON
7:1 Mir'7
GRIFFIN
WiCeepon
WAFFLE SYRUP
AUNT JEMIMA
CORN MEAL
MIX
5 LB. BAG
3
, FRED MONTESI
FRED MONTESI 9c Lb.
•r
KING COTTON 11C L.
BACON
WIth coupon and $5.00 additional puichase, excluding
value of coupon in•rchandise (fresh mill, products end
tobacco olso •scluded in compliance with state Iste).
One C 04.1 D011 per customer. Coupon •spires Wedruirsday,,
Noon, Oct. 12th.
Orj-IY))
80z.
Can
FRED MONTESI  
MISS DIXIE
BISCUITS
6 LIMIT
It
FOR
4
-
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Veteran Workers
Honored At
Defense Depot
Mrs. Beatrice V. Miles, gen-
eral supply cataloguer at the
Defense Industrial Plant Equip-
ment Center, has been selected
as "Employee of the Month"
out of some 485 persons work-
ing at the major defense ac-
tivity of Airways.
A native of Miami, Fla., Mrs.
Miles came to Memphis in July
1963. She has a total of 22 years
in Federal service.
She attended Bethune-Cook-
man college in Daytona Beach,
Fla., and majored in French., coin collecting.
MRS. BEATRICE MILES
Mrs. Miles is a member of
the American Ordnance Asso-
ciation and the Phyllis Wheat-
ley chapter of the YWCA, a
member of the Toastmistress
club at DIPEC and the Altar
Guild at Emmanuel Episcopal
church.
Her_hobbies are reading and
DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS
THRIFT STORE
LADIES DRESSES  25c
MEN'S SHIRTS  15c
MEN'S PANTS  20c
LADIES BLOUSES  25c
LADIES SKIRTS  25c
MEN'S SUITS  $1.95
GIRLS DRESSES  25c
F urn,!ure, App Sees Ref., G E Irons X Shoes
173 S. Main St. Ph. 526-8419
'Half Block North of Beale)
JOBS
Are Available
For Trained People
BANK TELLERS
PBX RECEPTION 1st
CASHIER-CHECKERS
TRAIN NOW
TERMS ARRANGED
MEMPHIS AREA ARE HIRING QUALIFIED PERSONNEL. HIGH
SCHOOL NOT NECESSARY. NO AGE LIMIT. DAY OR MITE
CLASSES. AIR-CONDITIONED
Visit or Call
CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
SUITE 876
527-5508
11111111111111111111111
POSTHUMOUS PURPLE
HEART — Mrs. John H. Mc-
Rae is seen here receivirig the
Purple Heart Medal on Sept.
20, posthumously, for her hus-
band. Staff Sergeant John H.
Atlanta Life Manager
Wins Hornsby Trophy
C. F. Cooke, Jr., of Lubbock,! of "love" having sold over one
Texas was recently awardedi million dollars of insurance and
the Hornsby Trophy by the Na- paying for seven hundred and
tional Insurance Association for seventy thousand dollars.
exceptional performance in the; ($770,000.00.)
field of Life Insurance .and for Besides his platonic "love"
leading all others in this class for his clientele, friends and
in qualifying for this award.
He has served as District
Manager of Atlanta Life Insur-
ance company for fifteen years
and a member of their Presi-
dents Club twelve out of fifteen
years.
Mr. Cooke holds membership
in the National Insurance Asso-
ciation, the half Million Dollar
Club, the National Association
of Life Underwriters, the South
Plains Association of Life Un-
derwriters and the Texas Asso-
ciation of Life Underwriters.
He received the "Leading
Producers" trophy in May upon
completing the L. U. T. C.
Course. Mr. Cooke's success
story was based on the concept
Galilee AME
Hears Guest
Annual Women's Day was ob-
served recently at the Galilee
AME church with the pastor.
Rev. Creed Ashurst, giving the
morning message.
Guest speaker at the after-
noon meeting was Mrs. Elsa
Hightower, a member of the
Greater White Stone Baptist
church.
The observance was consider-
ed a financial success.
Mrs. Dorothy J. Bush was
McRae who was killed in Viet ented the medal; Lieut. M. H. chairman, and Mrs. Louise M
Nam on July 28 while fighting Pendleton, Casualty Assistance Anderson co-chairman.
with the U.S. Marines. With Officer, and Mrs. McRee's 
her are Col. J. R. Bohnett, left, daughterf, Elizabeth McRee.
commanding officer of Marine (U.S. Navy Photo)
Aviation Detachment, who pres-
110,000 Could Lose Their Jobs, Chrysler Warns
DETROIT — (UPI) — A total employment of 57,500 could,
strike at a key stamping planti be affected by the end of thisi
forced Chrysler Corp. to order 
I 
week unless the strike at Chrys-1
layoffs of 38.300 workers and iler's Twinsburg, Ohio, stampingi
warn that 110,00 could be idled plant is settled, a companyl
and all its 34 car factories spokesman said
closed unless a settlement is
reached.
Seventeen factories with a
The other factories likely will
close next week if the strike
continues, he said.
BARBER WANTED PLENTY OF WORK
ULTRA MODERN SHOP
1745 CASTALIA
V4IN 8- 926 2
MR. ALBERT COFFMAN
WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY CAR...
YOU WILL WIN A $10.00 DISCOUNT
The First Negro Used Car Dealership
IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE!
OWENS
OTORS
AND ONLY YOU...
WILL MAKE
THE SAME RECORD
IN OCTOBER.
COME IN TODAY
HIGH VALUES
2220
So. Bellevue
NEXT TO CLEABORNS
DRIVE IN kESTAURANT
A New Name
in
SATISFACTION
FIRST NEGRO
Owned Auto Dealer
in Memphis
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
THANKS FOR
A RECORD HIGH
. IN SALES
FOR THE MONTH
OF SEPTEMBER
W. (;. ()WENS - OWNER
PEN 9:00 A.M. TO Mr.& LOW PROFIT
MONDAY 1.11111 SATUDAY
OWENS MOTORS
2220 So. Bellevue
- HOURS
NEXT TO CLEANORNS DRIVE IN SERVICE
24 942-9002
Res. 946-9448
The walkout, coming five days I
after Chrysler put its 1967 mod-
els on sale, crippled a fast pro-
duction pace. Lynn Townsend,
Chrysler president, told em-
ployes the walkout would mean
"a permanent loss of jobs to
some.
"This strike will benefit Gen-
eral Motors Corp. and Ford,
Motor Co. and cost us all in
the future." Townsend said. He
called the walkout by the Twins-
burg plant's 4.200 workers "un-
necessary" and "irresponsible."
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
8 CONVENIENTLOCATIONS
.0(1(/ LOKI 501/
Pirlf/PIIVOAt
4111VOCI
'Have -Something'
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do It!
CALL JA 6-8397
- 
Buy U. S.
Bonds Today!
TEETHING PAIN
Millions of mothers rely on Baby ORA.JEL
liquid. Pet on—pain's gone. Recoessneroded
* many pediatricians. Easy *use. Draws
prolonged re-
lief. Ask your
pharmacist toe
BABY
ores-jeI•
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Mused and SWAN
CALI US BEFORE YOU All
EMBARRASSES,
"WE RILL TO URI"
CALL
01. EVEItS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
OM. FA 7.4033
neighbors, Mr. Cooke's first
"love" and affection is most
manifest in his lovely wife, Viv-
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems
With $ Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Apprise.
Cash Yet( Si*.
Got— Payments
$ 500 .00.. $ 12.90
$1,000.00  23.70
$1,500.00 $ 34.50
$2,000.00 $ 45.50
52,500.00 $ 56.20
$5,000.00 $110.112
Be Wise! Choose
State Savings Bank
12 MADISON
Dial SA 6.0637
ANY TIME 24 NRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
,ian, an Instructor In the Lub-
bock Public Schools, his two
!fine children, Jacquenette andCharles III, and his great Agen-
cy and Clerical Staff, from
whence come his constant
source of inspiration and
to go forward andstrength
build.
Be A MURRAY Man
Win Business Advancement
. . . Enjoy Social Popularity
You'll feel confident that your hair is
well groomed all day and evening when
you use MURRAY'S Superior HAIR
DRESSING POMADE. It keeps hair
firmly in place without that stkky,
greasy feeling. Contains no alkalies our
other harsh irritants.
Look for the orange
can with the man and
lady on top
LARGE SIZE SOO
TRIAL SIZE 254
Cot sale at drug stores,
chain stores, super
marts and barber
shops. If your dealer does not have
Murray's Pomade he can get it quickly
for YOU Of send only $I, and we will
mail you 2 giant sine Hair Pomade
postage paid.
MURRAY'S SUPERIOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
MI Ceanette Ave., ktreit, MiO. 452114
v•1
Isurauors
MURRAY'S
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164.16S BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 64450
THAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 AL 178 DEAL STREET SA 6-5300
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale
Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY JIFFY SUNDRY ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 WELLINGTON
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Broad Avenue
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
324-9126
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance
DAVIS REXALL DRUGS
1550 Netherwood at
S. Willett
EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vance Ave.
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1804 S. Bellevue Blvd.
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemore
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake RJ.
2509 Park Ave.
452-3101
Speedy Delivery
KAUFFMAN DRIVE
IN GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H Sundry
142 Silverage
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.
MODEL LAUNDRY(
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
Ail Out of Town
Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service
POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG 2
209 Beale
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 La,uderdole
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948-4531
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948-4576
Pres. & Del Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 526-9727
Prescriptions& Drugs
STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276.2588
Pres. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE- SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave.
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGON
251 E. McLemore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920
